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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A focal point in educational circles today is that of improved
articulat ion between the curriculum of the secondary school and that of
the college or university .

This situation is evidenced by the great amount

of space given to the subject in educational literature .

Concern is ex

pressed over excessive duplication in college courses of content and
experiences included in high school courses .

Attention is focused on

more effective cont inuity of stud7 at the two levels Vith a minimum of
overlap .

There is considerable activity throughout the United States as

organized groups of educators are studying this problem and making rec
ommendat ions for ways of bringing about improvements .

Pract ices are

being re-examined and policies re-evaluated .
The importance of taking a critical look at the home economics
program in light of its policies and practices has been recognized by
leaders in the field of home economics .

A challenge to work toward more

effective t rans ition from one educational level to another has been made
to home economics educators .

A review of the literature , however, fails

to reveal any organized effort by home economics personne l which is aimed
at attacking this problem .

Very few individual attempts to help improve

the t rans ition from high schodl to college for students of home economics
have been reported .
A.

STATEMENT

OF

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to compile information and opinions

2
which might help students of home economics make a smoother and more effec
tive transition from high school to college .
To accomplish this purpose , the following questions were used as
guide e:
1.

What are the opinions of college seniors of home economics

regarding ( a ) the extent to which there is duplication in college home
economics courses of experiences and understandings acquired before
college, and (b ) the value attached to duplication when it occurs ?
2.

What are the polic ies, practices, and procedures of state

departments of vocational home economics education regarding provisions
in high school for the college-bound student in home economics?
3·

What are the policies , practices, and procedure s of college

departments of home economics regarding placement of home economics
freshmen?
4.

What are the opinions of college staffs of home economics and

of state supervisory staffs of home economics education regarding ( a )
the need for better articulation between the two instructional levels ,
and (b) ways of meeting this need?
5·

Is there sufficient cooperation between the high school

vocational home economics programs and the programs of college depart
ments of home economics in working toward meeting the challenge of
effective progression from one educational level to another?
B.

BIPOTHESES AND ASSUMPTIONS

The hypotheses and assumptions which also gave direct ion to this

3
study are presented in this section .
Hypotheses
1.

The college student who majors in home economics comes to

colle89 with a strong pre-college background in home economics .
2.

There i s a tremendous amount of duplicat ion between the high

school and the college courses in home economics.
Insufficient steps have been taken toward the establishment

3·

of policies and practices for eliminating the duplication occurr ing be
tween the college and the high school home economics progr.ams .
4.

Students enrolled in the college home economics curriculum

are not provided for adequately in terms of their previous experiences
in home economics .
Assumptions
1.

College seniors in home economics would be able t o recall and

evaluate learnings acquired before college and while in college .
2.

College administrators of home economics departments and state

supervisors of home economics education would be willing to take an ob
jective look at the problem of high school-college articulation, and to
report opinions and practices relating to this problem .
3.

Carefully devised questionnaires would be valid instruments

for the collection of the necessary data .
4.

An analysis of existing conditions should indicate some

possibilities worthy of consideration for bridging the recognized gap
between the home economics experiences of the secondary school and those

of the college or university programs of home economics.

C.

A

IMPORTANCE

OF THE

STUDY

criticism often aimed a t programs o f study i s that there i s a

vast amount of repetition in learnings as students progress
cational level to another.
this criticism.

No

one ,

from one

edu

The field of hane economics has not escaped

at the present time, can say to what .extent such

a critical observation is justified.

There can be no doubt that some

duplication of experiences does occur between the different high school
courses, between high school courses and coll�ge courses, and between the
various college courses.
Bigh school girls were asked in a study

( 32)

to suggest how high

school hane economics cOurses could be made more valuable .

Many of the

girls answered that pretesting should be a part of class planning, since
much repetition occurs and the overlapping makes for boredan on the part
of the pupils.

College students o:f'ten report that duplication, which

they consider wasteful of time and talent, takes place between the high
school and the freshman college courses in home economics.
p.

499)

Butler

( 131

speaks of the duplication of the content in c ours es between the

twelfth grade of high school and the tresbman year in college as being
the most conspicuous .area ot waste and repetition in the educational
system.
Nelson

(49 ) ,

college students

•

in a study which attempted to locate the reasons tar

lack of interest in hans economics and for eventual

withdrawal tran home econanics, found one of the factors to be an

5
undes irable amount of repetition between high school and elementary college
work.

That articulation among college courses is often woefully lacking

is an observation made by Fleck (31, p. 6) .

Assmning that these are valid

observations, it is evident that there is a real need for research in this
area .
This study, in which groups of students and leaders in home eco
nomics in one geographical area of the nation were surveyed regarding
articulation and related problems , seemed to be justified as one attempt
at answering the crit icimm of duplicat ion between the high school and
college home economics programs .
In home economics, instructors are confronted with students with
a wide diversity of experiences and knowledge in the subject matter to
be presented .

Students enter college with as much a s six years of home

economics training in the junior and senior high schools and with as
little as none at all .

One aim of educators is to teach in such a way

that each individual is stimulated to learn .

Such wide variations in

the background experiences of students make the accomplishment of such
an aim very difficult .

Thus it becomes imperative that schools and de

partments of home economics and individual teachers within each unit be
concerned with each student's past experiences and present abilities .
Hall ( 34, p . 252 ) challenges those vho work with college students
majoring in home economics to remember that students differ not only in
their ability to profit :from instruction, but also in personal and back
ground factors that may relate to their level of achievement .

A dean of

a school of home economics , as reported by Christopherson (15, p . 210) ,

6
deplores the practice of too little recognition by the schools of home
economics of work done in high schools and in 4-H Clubs .
In Fleck ' s opinion, also, there is insufficient concern about what
previous education in home economics a student brings to college ( 31) .
She calls attention to actual experience in homemaking as well as high
school work in homemaking and experience in 4-H Clubs, all of which many
college instructors do not recognize .

In a national conference of' college

teachers of foods and nutrition ( 7 ) , some time was given to a consider
ation of the student • s background of experiences and needs .

It was

concluded by this group that a better job needs to be done in the eval
uat ion of what students bring to college fran high school and from other
previous education and experiences .

Each institution has the responsi

bility for identifying the ability of its students and for evaluat ing its
program continually so that students are stimulated to measure up to their
potential, according to Ball ( 34) .
Society is concerned today, as it should be , with the wasted
intellectual ability of its citizens .

All branches of educat ion are

cognizant of the fact that no longer can the brain power and talent of
youth be wasted on the chance of' favorable conditions for college adjust
ment .

Administrators and faculty in home economics , as in other academic

fields , are aware that many college students are not utiliz ing their
intellectual talents to their full capacity .

The extent to which the

failure of students to measure up to their greatest potential is a result
of the boredom of repetit ion is not known .
Certainly no one would question the statement that excessive

7
overlap in the curri cull.DD creates boredom, at whatever educational level
it may occur .

When this takes place at the freshman level in college, it

is part icularly serious .

The freshman student looks forward to something

new and different in the college courses .

It is small wonder that a lack

of interest and a minimWD of effort on the part of the student result when
elementary courses fail to provide the challenge needed .

It can be said

that duplication at thi s educational level is more than a waste of time;
it is a pos it ive evil that has a deadly effect on students .

Double ex

posure to the same subject does not sharpen the image ; " it may instead
fog the student ' s mind and deaden his percept ion" (36, p . 61) .
Home economics is continually having to prove itself worthy .of
academic recognition, even though it is taught in school systems through
out the length and breadth of the United States , and has an established
place in nearly five hundred colleges and universit ies .

In recent years

new attacks have been leveled at the home economics field, as emphasis
has been centered upon subjects of a strictly academic nature .

The many

challenges which home economics faces warrant the study of its present
pos ition in light of the challenges of education in general .
Many of the disc iplines have recognized the need to elimiaate
excessive repetit ion and have come to gripe with the problem in the form
of organized activity.

Such act ivity in the field of home economics , as

reported through the educational press, is noticeably lacking .

If home

economics is to ma intain its rightful place in the educational world, and
if it i s to hold the respect of the other discipline s , it cannot afford
to lag behind in attacking this problem of unne cessary duplication in the
field .

8

D.

DEFINITION

OF TERMS

The following terms are defined as used in this study:
Administrator
The dean of' a school or college of' home economics , or the head,
chai rman, or director of' a department of' home economics in a college or
university.
Art iculation
The degree to whic.h the interlocking between training in the
secondary school and that in the college fac ilitates the continuous and
effic ient educational progress of students .
Duplication
The repetition of' content in courses offered at different edu
cational levels .

The term was used interchangeably with overlap or

overlapping, and repetition .
F HA
Future Homemakers of America:

"A national organization of' junior

and senior high school students who are or have been members of' homemaking
classes" (33 , p . 2 43 ) .
4-H Club
Four-H Club:

"A club of' boys and/or itrls organized under the

cooperative agricultural extens ion work system f'or training in agriculture
and home economics, the improvement of' f'arm and home practices, and the

9
development of rural leadership" (33 , p. 237) .
Home Economics
A disc ipline concerned with the development of understandings ,
skills, and attitudes essential to the improvement of the ways of living
ot individuals , families, and community groups .
Homemaking Education
A program of study designed to help girls and boys , at below
college level, gain some homemaking skills and understandings toward the
achievement of more sat isfying home living in their families today and
in the future.

The term was used interchangeably with home economics

education, with home economics in the secondary schools , and with high
school home economics .
Placement
A process which has tor its major objective the matching of an
individual student and an array of part icular educational experiences
in such a way that the student will likely attain maximum benefit .
Pretest
Any measuring instrument administered prior to a period of in
struction.
Problem
A significant, perplexing, and challenging situation which re 
quires reflective thinking and action tor its solution .
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Supervisor
The state supervisor, or the director of homemaking education ( or
home economics education ) in the State Department of Educat ion.
Vocational Rome Economics
A program of education for homemaking which mPets the requirements
of a state plan for vocat ional education for reimbursement from federal
funds for vocat ional education.
E.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was confined to twelve states in the Southern Region
of the United Statesa and to Puerto Rico .

Three groups of people within

this region were selected to part icipate , namely:
Group I .

The home economics administrators of the predom.inantly white

colleges and universities approved to train teachers for vocat ional
home econom.ics .
Group II .

The state supervisors of home economics education .

Group III . College seniors in home economics from selected colleges in
Virginia, and from the Univers ity of Tennessee , all of which are approved
to train teachers for vocational home economics .

The study of the major

part of the data from this group was limited to those students who had
had a minimum of two years of high school home economics .
The data from the college seniors of home economics were related

�e twelve states are Alabama, Arkansas , Florida , Georgia ,
Louisiana , Mississippi , North Carolina , Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee , Texas , and Virginia.
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particularly to the area of foods and nutrition .
F.

PROCEDUBE

This investigation dealt with some of the factors which affect the
efficiency of transit ion from high school to college for home economics
students .

The three groups of individuals who partic ipated were chosen

as being representative of those who are vitally concerned with this
problem.

It was felt that the informat ion and opinions gathered

tram

administrators , supervisors , and college seniors of home economics would
present an over-all picture of conditions in the area to be studied .
was believed that :

(a ) data obtained

tram

It

the administrators wouid reflect

the polic ie s and practices of the ir faculty; (b ) data obtained from the
supervisors would reflect the policies and pract ices of the ir supervisory
staff and, indirectly, those of the high school teachers ; ( c ) data obtained
tram

college seniors would reflect more mature and reflective judgment

than might be obtained from students at a lower educational level ; and
( d ) data obtained

tram

seniors of colleges in two states would be indi

cative of that which would be obtained from other states in the Southern
Region.
A letter explaining the nature of this study and asking for
cooperation was sent in November, 1960, to the administrators of the
colleges in Tennessee and Virginia which had been selected as a source
of student data ( see Appendix A, page 1 54) .

In this group were four

predominantly white teacher educati9n institutions in Virginia and the
University of Tennessee .

Posit ive replies were rece ived from the
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University of Tennessee and three of the colleges in Virginia .

The ad

ministrator of the fourth Virginia college expressed regret that she could
not participate because of staff shortage.

The colleges participating in

furnishing student data, then, were Virginia Polytechnic Institute-Badford
College, Madison College and Longwood College in Virginia, and the Uni
versity of Tennessee .
ways :

The administrators agreed to cooperate in four

{ a ) by grant ing permission for the ir seniors to fill in a ques

t ionnaire; (b) by administering the questionnaire at their convenience ;
(c ) by returning the completed quest i onnai re to the invest igator; and
(d) by filling in a brief questionnaire which deals with the problems of
art iculat ion, as the administrator sees them .
Development of Materials Used in the Invest igation
Data used in this study were collected by means of the question
naire technique .

Although the questionnaire does have certain limita

tions , it is undoubtedly the most frequently used of all observational
techniques, having obvious advantages over other methods in economy of
time , money, and effort .

In the present study it would not have been

feasible for the investigator to have obtained the information by any
other method, s ince respondents were living in twelve states and in
Puerto Bico .
Three questionnaires for the collection of data were developed
during the fall of 196o , after a review of current literature .

It was

discovered from this review that there were many recognized problems
related to this study .

The questionnaires were designed so as to obtain

the kind of opinions and information which, when compiled and analyzed,
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might be of value in attempt ing to resolve some of these problems .
As preparation for the construct ion of the student questionna ire ,
college textbooks for introductory foods and nutrit ion courses , and high
s chool home economics textbooks and state guides for homemaking education
programs in the high schools were reviewed .

Part icular attention was

given to the guides for the states of Tennessee and Virginia , since the
quest ionna ire was to be submitted to students in those states .

The in

vestigator's experience as a college teacher of foods and nutrition and
as a partic ipant in regional and national conferences of college teachers
of foods and nutrit ion was also of value in determining the items to be
included in the quest ionnaire.
The questionnaire for students was constructed as a combined
opinionnaire and checklist for factual informat ion. It was designed to
obtain informat ion and opinions as to: ( a ) the value of high school ex
perience to work in college home economics , ( b) the extent to which there
is duplicat ion in college courses in foods and nutrition of experiences
and understandings acquired earlier, and ( c ) the degree to which such
duplication, if present , is advantageous to the student or is wasteful
of time and talent .

A copy of the questionnaire appears in Appendix

'B.

Shorter questi onna ires were prepared for the administrators of
college home economics departments and for the state supervisors of
homemaking educat ion ( see Appendix

'B,

pp. 160 and 167) . Each of these

questionnaires was c onstructed in two parts to obtain ( a ) opinions and
( b ) information as to current practices .

Some of the questions on each

could be answered by means of checking items which had been listed, while
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other quest ions were of the open-end type.
The information sought from the administrators and supervisors
by means of these quest ionnaires was related to: { a ) opinions as to the
amount and nature of wasteful duplication which occurs between high
school and college home economics courses , (b ) opinions as to the kind
of high school experience that best prepares the student for college home
economics , ( c ) practices of the high schools toward the college-bound
home economics student , (d ) practices of the colleges toward placement
of the freshman student in home economics , ( e ) att itudes as to the
feeling of satisfact ion vith present practices in both high schools and
colleges, and ( f ) opinions as to the desirability and means of improving
articulat ion between high school and college home economics programs .
Pretesting of the Questionnaires
Tentat ive forms of the questionnaires were presented to the in
vestigator's faculty advisory committee in November, 1960, after which
revisions were made .
tested .

In January, 1961, the revised questionnairese were

The student questionna ire was administered to twenty home

economics seniors in an approved teacher education institution in
Arkansas .

Through results of this pilot study, a lack of clarity in

the directions was re vealed, making further revis ions necessary .

The

average time reported for completion of the questionna i re was thirty
minutes .
The questionnaire for administrators was tested by two retired
deans of home economics ; that for supervisors was submitted to an as
s istant state supervisor and to two area supervisors of homemaking
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education .

Minor revisions in the wording and in the spacing of items in

the questions were made in these· two instruments .
Collection of Data
Copies of the student questionnaire , after final revisions , were
mailed to the administrators of the participating colleges in Virginia
in February, 19 61 .

A large manila envelope , salt-addressed and stamped,

was enclosed for the return of the questionnaires .

A letter expressing

appreciation for partic ipat ion in the study and giving instructions for
the administration of the questionna ire was mailed under separate cover.
The questionnaires for the administrators and the supervisors , with a
stamped, self-addressed envelope , were mailed at the same time . A letter
explaining the nature and purpose of the study and asking for the cooperation of each partic ipant

'!ti"ae

enclosed with each questionnaire .

Copies of the letters may be found in Appendix
The student questionna ire

'\..>aa

A,

pp . 155 and 156 .

administered by the investigator

to the home economics seniors at the University of Tennessee in February
and March, 19 61 .
Approximately three weeks after the mailing of the questionna ires,
follow-up letters were sent to those supervisors and administrators who
had not responded ( see Appendix A, p . 157 ) .

A summary of the questionna ires

sent and returned follows :
Number
sent

Number
returned

Per cent
returned

Supervisors

13

13

100

Administrators

6o

49

81 . 7

161

157

97 · 5

Students
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For various reasons , it was necessary to delete some of the re
turned quest ionnaires .

Three administrators returned blank que st ionnaires,

indicating that the department of home economics in the colle� in ques
t ion failed to meet the criteria as set forth for this study .

Of the

157 student quest ionnaires returned, forty-three could not be used for
that part of the study which dealt with duplication since those students
had not had as much as two years of high school home economics .
student questionnaire was incomplete .

One

The usable questionnaires were:

supervisors , 13; administrators , 46; and students, 113 .
Organizat ion of the Study
Chapter I is organized so as to give the reader an understanding
of:

( a ) the problem and its importance , ( b ) the purpose of the study,

( c ) the hypotheses to be tested and the assumptions made , ( d ) the sources
of data to be used, and ( e ) the procedure to be followed in carrying out
the study .
Chapter II is a review of the literature dealing with articulation
as it relates to the curriculum .

Studies related to this invest igation

are included in the review .
The analyses of the data are presented as follows :
Chapter III is an analys is of the data obtained from college home
economics seniors as it relates to ( a ) the home economics experiences
of the students before entering colle�, ( b ) the duplication of subject
matter in high school and college home economics course s, and ( c ) the
value to the student of the duplication which occurs .
An analys is of opinions and practices relating to the provisions
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in high school for the college-bound student in home economics , and of the
provisions for placement of the student in college is presented in Chapter
IV.
A discussion of the opinions regarding improved articulation be
tween high school and college home economics curricula, as shown by the
analysis of data , is included in Chapter V .

A summary of effort being

exerted toward meeting this need is given .
Chapter VI includes a summary of the findings and the major con
clusions of the study.

CHAPTER II
BEviEW

OF

LITERATURE

Many educators have written papers and articles for profess ional
journals which deal with articulation in general, and with certain phases
of articulation as applied to education .

Studies have been conducted and

reported which deal directly or indirectly with this subject .

Certain

findings in the literature which are pertinent to this study will be
reviewed in this chapter .

The following topics will be examined:

Clari

fication of the term. "articulation, " recognit ion of the problem of in
art iculation and reasons for its existence , sugsestions for dealing with
the problem, attempted solutions to the problem by disciplines other
than home economics , and attempted solutions to the problem by home
economics .
A.

CLAIUFICATION OF TBE � "ARTICULATION"

The term. "art iculation" has usually been defined in the literature
of professional educat ion in term.e of the relationship of the various
organizat ional parts of the education program and the facility with which
transition occurs among these parts ( 59, p . 70 ) .

Discussions were found

of articulation ( a ) of C';UTiculum o:rterings with extracurricular activi
ties; (b) of the instructional program with the guidance program; ( c )
of the school ' s program with the educational programs of other c ommunity
institutions and agencies ; and ( d) of art iculation of the various levels
of the educational system with one another ( 5, p . 4) .
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The last-mentioned concept of articulation is the one most fre
quently used and the one which is reviewed here .

Specifically, this

review is concerned with articulat ion in curriculum between the secondary
school and the college .

When

one

speaks of art iculation between school

and college , he means a "close fit " between the student ' s school program
and his college program .

"Ideally there will be no gulfs that cannot be

leaped, no mountains that must be climbed again and again for the same
view . " ( 27, p . 110 )
B.

RECOGNITION OF TBE PROBLEM OF INARTIC ULATI ON
AND REASONS FOR I TS EXISTENCE

Articulat ion is considered a problem when the student is faced
with barriers and difficult ies in his transit ion from the lower to the
next higher level of educat ion ( 45, p . 51 ) .

Educators have recognized

this problem and have expressed concern as to its cause and possible
solution over a period of years .

It has been the subject of same few

investigations .
Among the first of the investigations was that of Koos ( 40 ) .

His

purpose was to try to determine the amount of overlapping of subject
matter at the high school and college levels .

Koos employed the method

of textbook analysis supplemented by analyses of syllabi and courses of
study .

Offerings of twenty-six high schools in s ix north central states

and forty-one higher institutions scattered over eleven states in the
north central region were examined .
made that :

It was concluded from the comparisons

( a ) the courses in chemistry at the high school and first-year
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college level were much alike ; (b) in economics , English, literature,
English composition, elementary French, algebra , and American history,
the situation was alm�st equally as striking with respect to the nature
and the amount of overlapping ; and ( c ) high schools and colleges were
doing very little to avoid teaching the same material .
Mills ( 47) reported on a study conducted by W . J . Osburn.

The

technique used was similar to that employed by Koos but considered more
accurate in that , instead of analyzing high school and college courses
of study for the same year, Osburn investigated the courses actually
taken by each student as a high school student and as a freshman in
college

•

In this way the overlapping in the case of each student in

cluded in the investigation was studied .

Osburn's conclusions confirmed

in all respects those of Koos ( 40) .
In 1929, Vaughan ( 65) attempted to discover some of the causes of
the lack of articulation between the English offered in the senior year
of high school and that offered in the freshman year of college .

He cited

the complaints voiced in educational literature for several decades as
evidence of the lack of articulation in the English offerings , aims , and
procedures at the two levels .

Data were gathered from a variety of

sources , including twenty-one Southern college catalogs , high school
English courses of study of the State Department of ten Southern states,
questionnaires submitted by the twenty-one colleges and siXty-six accred
ited Southern high schools , correspondence with the heads of departments
or chairmen of freshman college English in the Southern colleges, and
surveys of work being done in English in the high schools and colleges
of the Southern states .
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Vaughan concluded that articulation between the fourth-year high
school English and college English, as affecting a group of Southern in
stitutions 1 was slight .

He further concluded that little effort was being

made to bring the high school and college teachers together in an etfort
to smooth out the chaotic problems of articulation.
Mills ( 46, p . 21 6) called attention to the recognition of the
problem of inarticulation between high school and college during the
decade prior to 1934, as shown by ( a} reports of numerous studies de
signed to eliminate some of the more obvious inarticulations , and (b)
the adoption of this topic as the subject for the 1929 yearbook published
by the Department of Superintendence of the National Education Associ
ation .

The same problem engaged the attention of that body during 1928

and 1931 .

The great majority of the studies referred to by Mills had

been directed toward phases of the problem other than that of duplication
of course content .

Mills deplored this situation, stating that the study

of these other problems had not led to the elimination of that duplication .
He concluded, as did Vaughan ( 65} , that little in the nature of a direct
attack on this problem had been undertaken .
The investigation carried out by Budd ( 11) , reported in 195 6, was
an attempt to determine the status of high-school college cooperation in
Kansas .

Specifically, Budd sought to find answers to the following questions :

What cooperative efforts have been made in Kansas to improve high
school-college relations ?
What agencies have attempted to promote cooperation between high
school and college?
I s there a need for more high school-college cooperation than
exists at present ?
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What problema of cooperation are currently moat pressing?
What groups should be represented in an organization whose main
purpose is improvement of high sc�ool-college relations ?
Data were obtained in several ways--by reviewing the official minutes of agencies which had attempted to improve high school-college relationa in Kansas , by correspondence with educational leaders in the state,
by personal contact with school personnel during several conferences, and
by means of a questioiiil8ire .
questionna ire.

Three hundred four persons responded to the

High school respondents included principals , counselors ,

and teachers ; college respondents included registrars , counselors , and
teachers .

The respondents expres sed the be lief that the important problems

of high school-college cooperation are broad questions affecting both levels
of education .

The problem of coordinating the curriculum was one of the

three problems most frequently listed.
Within the decade prior to the present study, there have been
many statements in educational literature which indicate general recognition of the problem created by duplication of subject matter at the
different educational levels .

Simpson ( 58 , p . 35) suggested that repe

tition of subject matter is to be avoided .

Conant ( 19,

p.

33 ) recognized

the lack of articulation in subject matter to be a serious problem in
many s chool systems .

Hochman ( 3 6, p . 61) expressed the belief that the

lack of the propsr relationship between what is taught in high school
and what is taught in college may be one of the greatest areas of waste
in the .American education system .

An observation made by Grobman (28,

p . 93 ) in relation to school-college articulation in biology was that
the high school and collegiate curri cula have developed in "isolated
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proximity . "

He reported that introductory collegiate biology courses do

not build on high school courses .
The problem of school-college articulation in matters of curricula
took on a tone of urgency in the writings of Kraushaar (42, p . 27) and
Poppendieck ( 55 , p . 6 ) .

The necessity to narrow the gaps in curriculum

so that competent students can move ahead without failure and defeat ,
and to eliminate overlap in the curriculum to prevent boredom was given
emphasis by Poppendieck .

Kraushaar stated a conviction that less and

leas of the overlapping and faulty articulation that was tolerated in
the past will be so tolerated in the future

Both of these educators

•

believed that corrections in the matter of articulation can be made only
by joint study and action of schools and colleges .
Those who are concerned with this problem have sought to establish
a rationale for its existence . Many theories have been expressed which,
in the last analysis , are all closely related .

Mills ( 46, p. 213 ) men

tioned the tendency of colleges to decry the preparation which students
have received in high schools .

Dearing (23 , p . 77) suggested, as a first

step in improving articulation, the abandonment of the idea that students
reach college so nearly illiterate that it is necessary to start at the
beginning .

The failure of the college to apprise itself of the material

covered in high school courses and the all-too-common disregard of what
the student has compassed in his high school training were cited as
causes of duplication by several educators .

It was suggested that high

s chools are also responsible in part for the existence of overlapping of
subject matter, in that they fail, in

many

instances, to differentiate
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between those who are going to college and those who are not ( 46)

•

Watson ( 67, p . 152 ) referred to the gulf that separates high school
and college teachers .

He stated that there is little real understanding

and often no communication at all between the two groups , that each group
goes about its work ignorant of, or indifferent to, the problems or the
aims of the other .
The proceedings of a conference of school and college officials
of the North Central Association in 1960, were summarized by Fisher ( 30,
p . 12) .

The feelings expressed by the secondary school officials in

relation to the problems of articulation were that :

( a) higher insti

tutions, in cooperation with secondary schools , have not clearly defined
the nature of the competencies required for smooth transition from high
school to college ; ( b ) many higher institutions of learning do not at
tempt to make effective use of available data in cumulative records of
high school college-bound graduates ; and ( c ) many higher institutions
appear to be aloof to common problems of school-college relationships .
Colle ge officials were reported to feel that the problems surrounding
articulation of school-college courses are due to the lack of coopera
tive effort on the part of the institutions at both levels ( 30).
A theory expressed by Cook ( 20, p . 167) was that increased college
enrollments and the more heterogeneous background of today ' a college
students re sult in making articulation between the secondary school and
the college a more serious problem and a greater challenge to the in
stitutions at both the high school and college levels .
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C.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DEALING

WITH TilE

PBOB.'tEM

Problem identification is logically followed by suggestions for
possible solutions to the problem .

A review of the literature revealed

a wide variety of points of view among educators regarding ways and means
of improving school-college articulation .
The importance of the proper attitude toward the problem received
emphasis .

Medsker (44, p . 121) stated his conviction that unless the

parties involved believe it is necessary to remove the obstacles in
students' paths and unless they come to want to do something about it,
obviously there will be no workable process .

The opinion of another

educator was that the problem must be stripped of emotionalism and pre
judices and viewed rationally (28) .
One point of view upon which there appeared to be general agree
ment concerned the value of closer cooperation between schools and
colleges .

Traxler ( 62, p. 28) expressed regret that even though the

high school preparing the candidate and the college to which he applies
are located close together, there is still a great deal of misunderstand
ing between the two institutions .

It was suggested that the proximity

of the institutions could be a great aid if full advantage were taken
of the opportunity to practice the old American art of neighborliness .
An expres sion of a necessary approach to the solution of the problem was
that high school and college people work together, with mutual respect
and understanding, in defining their respective role s and responsibili
_
ties { 28 ) . Poppendieck (55) asserted that corrections in the gaps and
overlap in the curriculum cann9t be made by teachers on one side of the
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transition alone.

Each must know and understand the other ' s efforts,

values , and standards .
Hochman ( 3 6) declared that colleges and high schools can solve
the problem of' wasteful duplication by looking for solutions together in
regular meetings over a period of time.
done were suggested :

Two ways in which this might be

( a ) a planne d series of' meetings during the school

year between ne ighboring high school and college faculty members in the
various subject-matter fields , in which common problems like the apparent
duplication in high school and introductory college courses could be
discussed; and (b) a series of summer seminars for high school teachers
which would provide the chance for systematic discussion of' the whole
issue of �he relationship between high school and college teaching.
responsibility for taking the initiative in

The

ging for periodic con

arran

ferences between college and high school teachers and administrators was
placed on the colleges by the participants at the Fortieth Annual Meeting
of the American Council on Education { 25, p. 113 ) .
The following additional suggestions for dealing with the problem
of inarticulation were expressed by various educators :

{ a ) both school

and college teachers should undertake a revision of the curriculum in
the various subject areas for the purpose of avoiding duplication or
gaps ( 25) ; { b ) institutions at the different levels should decide what
are the essentials of the education for which they are dividing the re
sponsibility ( 50, p . 196 ) ; { c ) college faculties should abandon the
tendency to think that students remember little or nothing they have been
taught in high school, and try to build on high school work to a greater
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extent instead of repeating it ( 3 6, p . 62) ; and ( d ) high schools and
colleges should prepare and follow descriptive statement s of subject con
tent and instructional procedures in the courses which are required at
both levels ( 20, p . 168) .

Hochman ( 36) and Dearing ( 23 ) suggested that

colleges grant advanced standing to high school graduates who have demon
strated their knowledge in a given field .
The emphasis of those offering suggestions for solving the problem
is on the cooperation of schools and colleges .

Certainly there are many

ways in which the institutions at the two levels can cooperate in order
to prevent higher education from overlapping secondary education in
matters of curricula .

Poppendieck ( 55 ) indicated that cooperation does

not insure fewer problems , but that cooperative action and mutual under
standing can improve the prospect of finding solutions.
D.

ATTEMP!l!ED SOLUTIONS
OTHER

The picture that

one

ro

THE PROBLEM BY DISCIPLINES

THAN HOME ECONOMICS

gets from a review of the literature on

articulation is one of considerable activity.

According to the data

furnished by Steinberg ( 60, p. 363 ) in April, 1959, thirty-one of the
then forty-eight states of the United States either bad organized arti
culation programs or in some other way had accomplished significant work
in school-college articulation.

In three other states , the entire area

of school-college articulation and organizations for its improvement
were under study.

Kraushaar (42) reported that a number of colleges and

universit ies had held or were planning to hold school and college
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conferences for the purpose of exploring ways and means of improving the
articulation of s�hool and college studies .

Poppendieck ( 55), in 196o,

revealed that individual staff members at the high school and college
levels were making personal contacts With their counterpart at the other
level in encouraging numbers .

The meetings, publications , and programs

of action of professional associations were cited as evidence that edu
cators are disposed to do something about the problems of art iculation .
A plan worked out at the Nanuet , New York, public schools was
related by Cooke ( 21, p . 46) .

The plan evolved from the realizat ion that

effective education in the elementary school, the secondary s chool, and
the college demands planned articulation from one level to the next , and
that the burden of this plann ing falls to the secondary s chools .

Work

shops and half-day staff conferences were the techniques used during the
two years of operation of the Nanuet plan

•

.

Administrators , pupil-personne l

directors, and teachers united to see where the current educational plan
ning was to go next and what pupil needs were not being met at that time .
Reports of a number of conferences addressed to the study of arti
culation in special subject matter areas were found in the literature .
Watson ( 67, p . 153 ) reported in March, 1956, on a workshop held at Louisiana
State University in cooperation with the State Department of Education in
Louisiana .

The purpose of the conference, attended by high s chool English

teachers, principals and supervisors , and college teachers of English, was
to attempt to improve articulation between high school and college programs
in English.

One outgrowth of the workshop was an informal visitation pro

gram that enabled college English teachers to visit English classrooms in
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five different Louis iana high schools .

This action resu1ted from the

admission by college teachers that they had no idea of what was going on
in a typical high school English class .
Goucher College ( 55 ) was host in January, 1958 , to a conference
dealing with the teaching of English composition and literature .

Fifty

six public and private schools in the Baltimore area and the District of
C olumbia, and twenty-seven colleges and universities in that area were
represented .

It was stated that this gathering of college and secondary

school faculties was the first in a series designed to promote articulat ion
between schools and col;t.eges .

The conferences to follow were to deal

w1th

the teaching of various subjects required in institut ions at both levels .
A somewhat different approach to this problem has been undertaken
at Lawrence College, as reported by Thompson ( 61)

.

The college mails

a letter in the spring or summer to all school seniors accepted or pro
visionally accepted for the next year ' s freshman class .

This letter

makes clear the level of attainment in writing which the college expects
of freshmen, and gives the prospective freshman a chance to do something
about English before he comes to the campus .

I t is felt that this plan

serves as a means of acquainting parents, principals of schools , and
teachers of English, as well as the incoming freshmen, with the college
standards .

The college hopes thus to assist and encourage high school

teachers in preparing pupils for college English .
A survey conducted by the Besearch Committee of the Foreign
Language Associat ion of Northern California was reported by Shadi ( 57)
in 1957 .

The purpose of the study was to determine the seriousness of
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the problem of articulation between high school and college foreign lan
guage courses .

Information was gathered through questionnaires and inter

views from the heads of foreign language departments of the public high
schools and the four-year colleges and universit ies of Northern California .
Questions concerned placement , course content , obJectives , and methods .
It was believed that the response was sufficient to give a reliable cross
section of practices and policies in the northern part of the state .

The

questions regarding placement revealed that five of the colleges require
the freshmen to take a placement examination before being assigned to a
class in a foreign language .

Sixteen colleges stated that placement of

freshmen was determined by high school credit , though six of the sixteen
offer the examinat ion as an alternate .

The conclus ions drawn from the

study sugge sted possibilities of specific improvements in the system in
use at the time .

It was felt that the many problems which came to light

through the survey could be dealt with, and that better articulation be
tween high school and college foreign language courses could be achieved .
Kraushaar ( 42) told of a conference on "The Educat ion of Chemists"
which was convened by Johns Hopkins University, in 1958, under the sponsor
ship of the National Science Foundation .

High school science teachers an�

administrators , and college science faculty from s ixteen different Middle
Atlantic, New England, and Southern states were brought together .

The

purpose of the conference was to discuss the aims of secondary school and
college chemistry courses , and how these aims relate to the common ob
Jective of courses intended for professional training and as part of
general education .

A visiting college sc ience profes sor made this
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"The ignorance of many college

illuminating comment on the conference :

professors about the problems of secondary school science teaching dieturbed me again as it bas in the past , and I hope that some missionary
work vas accomplished at this conference . " ( 42)
The broad-scale efforts directed toward the improvement of the
secondary school science and �,!3.thematios programs are believed to conatitute the most likely source of improving cont inuity between high school
and college in those fields, as stated by Finlay ( 28 , p . 92) .

Among

such efforts mentioned "rere the School Mathematics Study Group, the
Biological Sc iences Curriculum Study, The University of Illinois Com
mittee on School Mathematics, the Chemical Bond Approach Committee , and
the Physical Sc ience Study Committee .

These groupe , although they differ

somewhat in object ives, were said to have several c ommon characteristics .
Among the characteristics mentioned were :

( a ) each group is engaged in

defining and producing teaching materials to be used directly by students ;
and (b) each has directly involved both university and secondary school
teachers .

The institute programs that have been held in coDnection with

the Physical Science Study Committee ' s course in high school physics have
brought together over a thousand high school phys ics teachers and about
a hundred college physics teachers for periods ranging from full t ime
for s ix to eight weeks , to once a week for a year or more .
_
The work of the Comm i ssion on Mathemat ics , a commi ssion of the
College Entrance Examination Board, was described by ICraushaar ( 41, p . 4) .
The objectives of the Commi ssion were :

( a ) to inve stigate the subject

of the teaching of mathematics in �he last two years of high school and
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the first two years of college ; ( b ) to propose, in due time , an entirely
new curriculum in the teaching of mathematics, particularly in the schools ;

( c ) to provide new textbooks for the teaching of the subject in this new
way; and ( d ) to provide appropriate tests to certify the student ' s knowledge in the field .
Many educators have expressed the opinion that the Advanced Placement Pro� of the College Entrance Examination Board is one of the most
promising approaches to the problem of articulation between high school
and college .

The Advanced Placement Program is a flexible plan provided

e specially for capable and ambitious students in secondary schools .

Ex-

tensive and intensive work of high quality by students, under careful
guidance of teachers at the secondary schools, entitles them to take
college-level examinations under the supervis ion of the College Entrance
Examination Board .

Success in these examinations may result in college

credit or advanced standing when the students enter college .

The number

of schools and colleges which are participating in this pro� has increased immeasurably since the first conference under Advanced Placement
Pro� auspices was held in June , 1954 ( 38, pp . 6-7) .

Dudley ( 24) pre-

sented the following figures which show the growing interest of the institutions at both levels in the program:
In May, 1957, there were 2, 000 students who took 3 , 700 Advanced
Placement examinations . A year later, 3 , 700 students took 6, 900
examinat ions . In the spring of 1958 , a survey of 3 60 colleges indi
cated 150 colleges granting appropriate placement to students who
had taken Advanced Placement courses and who had performed creditably
on the College Board ' s Advanced Placement examinations . Of the 36o
colleges, 210 gave academic credit as well as placement .
Parker ( 52 , p . 349 ) reported that 10, 500 students from 890 high
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schools took 14, 300 advanced standing college subject examinations in 196o .
The rapid rise in the number of students who are availing themselves of
the opportunity afforded by the Advanced Placement Program is an indica
t ion of the popularity of this method of placement among gifted students .
Various plana tor implementing the Advanced Placement Program in
secondary schools were reported .

Bernstein ( 8, p . 22 ) described the plan

in use at Midwood High School in Brooklyn, New York .

Before students

enter the high school, the personnel in charge of articulation evaluates
the recorda in the feeding schools, visits the schools, and interviews
pupils , parents, and teachers .

The except ionally bright pupils are thus

identified and can begin in the tenth grade the three-year program planne d
tor them .
work.

In the senior year these students are ready for college-level

A similar plan was reported (26, p . 32 ) tor Senn High S chool in

Chicago, whereby capable students earn credit in a special history class
during the senior year of high school .
Burnside ( 12, p . 28) has pointed out that the instiuction in Ad
vanced Placement courses at Monroe High School, Roche ster, New York,
has been entirely tutorial guidance of students studying independently .
More advanced texts and source materials are used .

Whipple ( 69, p . 26)

reported on the steps being taken at Memorial High School in Pelham,
Bew York .

Individual teachers direct special study in the different

fields in order to prepare students for Advanced Placement in college .
The educational fields mentioned were English, French, and social studies .
Rock I sland Senior High School, Rock I sland, Illinois , has introduced
classes tor Advanced Placement in English, history, and chemistry,
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according to Austin ( 6, p . 54) .
As a result of freshman placement testa in English and mathematics
at Ohio State University in the fall of 1957, thirteen per cent of the
students received a profic iency rating and were ass igned to a third-level
English course ; 1 . 8 per cent re ce ived profi ciency rating in mathematics
and were placed in a third-level course , while other students were placed
in second-quarter courses ( 54, p . 118) .

Great importance was attached

to the fact that eo many students were placed in advanced courses and
received proficiency credit .

The great saving of time both for the staff

and the students , and the greater potential achievement on the part of
the students were pointed out .

Since 1954, three colleges in Atlanta,

Georgia, have successfully integrated their freshman year with the last
two years of cooperating high schools ( 52 ) .
It has been shown in this section that there are many groups and
many individuals concerned about improving the articulation of school
and college studies .
been reviewed .

Various methode for reaching this obje ctive have

The 89neral attitude of educational leaders appears to

be that although some steps have been taken toward solving this problem,
more needs to be done and needs to be done nov .
E.

ATTEMPTED SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM BY HOME ECONOMICS

In spite of the fact that during the past few decades educational
literature has contained many reports of studies and cooperative act ion
by various disciplines toward improved high school- college articulation,
no study in the field of home economics could be located which dealt
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directly With this problem .

A review of literature indicates that two

approaches have been followed by home economics researchers as a means of
investigating the relationship that exists between school and college
home economics curricula .

In both cases the approach was a unilateral

one, carried out at the college level .

Neither approach could be said

to be in the nature of a direct attack on the central problem .

Both,

however, indicate that the investigators believed that previous experi
ences of students may need to be reckoned with in planning the college
program of the individual student .
One approach dealt with the relationship between achievement in
high school homemaking and achievement in college home economics in
general , or in spe cific areas of home economics .

Several such studies

were found .
Allen ( 1) , in a study reported in 1935, made a comparison of
students who had home economics in high school With those who did not
have high school home economics .
studied.

The recorda of 210 graduates were

It was found that a somewhat higher grade average was made

in college home economics by those students who had home economics in
high school .

The inveS:tigator recommended that students who major in

home economics in college elect home economics in high school .

It was

recommended, also, that separate sect ions of home economics in college
be provided for those who had home economics in high school and those
who did not .
A

study designed to identify the effect of a student ' s previous

experience in clothing on achievement in a college clothing course was

reported by Wright ( 71 )

•

Data were obtained from each student through

questionna ires and personal interviews with respect to the amount and kind
of previous experience the student had received .

From these data each

student was placed in one of the following groups :

(a) experience in all

fields of clothing ( junior high school, senior high school, 4-H Club,
and home experience ) ; (b) no 4-H Club work; ( c ) no high school work; ( d)
neither high school nor 4-H Club experience ; and { e ) no previous experi.
ence .

Careful evaluation was made of each individual student during and

at the close of the first course in college clothing .

From the evidence

she obtained, Wright concluded that previous experience in clothing constructian is a factor of achievement in the freshman clothing construction
laboratory at the college level, and that the amount rather than the type
of previous experience in clothing construction has a definite effect an
the attitudes and achievement of the students .
Cannon ( 14) , in a similar study, attempted to determine the influence of high school homemaking on achievement in the beginning clothing
course at the University of Colorado .

It was concluded that not only is

'· '

high school homemaking a factor in achievement in college clothing, but
that there appears t o be a definite relationship between the amount of
high school homemaking and achievement in college clothing .
A second approach has been in the nature of an attempt to find
out , through the use of testing instruments , the level of proficiency
of the student entering college for the first time .

Theoretically, then,

the student would be placed in courses geared to his capability .

Amy

expressed approval of this plan in the following statement , published
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in 1953 :
Try to visualize what would happen if' all colleges permitted
students to start where their level of' profic iency indicated ' they
could do succes sful work ; allowed credit for each course from which
they were exempted; and urged superior students to begin graduate
work when they had met undergraduate requirements , so that they
would be well on their way toward a Master ' s degree at the end of'
four years . Even if' students were not given credit :f'or the courses
from which they were exempted, they could either obtain a broader
education during their sojourn in college or attain a higher level
of' proficiency in their specialized field than is now possible in
the typical institution of' higher learning . ( 4, p . 44)
A number of investigators , realizing the need :f'or an effective
measure of' the home economics student ' s standing upon college entrance,
have devised placement tests in the areas of' clothing and textiles, and
foods and nutrition .

The purpose of' the study by Saddler ( 5 6 ) vas to

prepare a placement test which could be used to sect ion students enrolled
in elementary clothing construction at Iowa State College in homogeneous
groups .

Two sections were included in the test , a paper-and pencil

section to determine the acquisition of' information and a practical
section to test sewing ability.

It vas found that if' both sections of'

the test were used together, better prediction could be made than if'
e ither section of' the test were used alone .
Bray ( 10) developed a penc il-and-paper test, in 1949, to determine
placement of' students at the Ontario College of' Agriculture in clothing
courses ; and :f'or measuring achievement after instruction .

The test vas

given to entering freshmen and students were classified on the basis of'
the test scores .

The investigator concluded, after a trial period, that

the test was a valid device :f'or classifying students in beginning college
clothing classe s .
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Davia ( 22) 1 in a study reported in 1952 1 indicated that placement
testa in clothing had been used for the previous four years by the Division
These teats were administer

of Home Economics at West Virginia University.

ed before registrat ion, and students were exempted from elementary clothing
on the basis of a high placement test score .

The purpose of Davia ' study

was to determine the validity of the testa used .

Mean grades of students

exempt from elementary clothing and those not exempt were analyzed .
data showed a difference of nearly one whole letter grade .

The

From this

evidence , Davia concluded that the testa were valid ones for exempting
students from elementary clothing .
Three recent studies were reported in the area of foods and nutrition .

The purposes of the study by Colburn (17) were :

To create a device which would be instrumental in class ifying
students in foods classes where the time would be spent in the
acquisit ion of new and challenging experiences, learnings , and
understandings ;
To help incoming students to realize the depth and scope of the
field so that they may feel the need for further study to supplement
what they have already learned in the home , the classroom, or as an
observant member of society;
To perfect the device by careful analysis and comparison of the
testa as a whole and each individual part for reliability, validity,
and objectivity .
Two teats were prepared, one measuring knowledge of food principles
involved in food preparation and the other, the definition of terms used
in food preparation .

The two tests were tried out with Homemaking III

students in three high schools and with freshman home economics students
at South Dakota State College .
Students , in general, had a great deal of difficulty with the teat
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dealing with principles of food preparation .

This led Colburn to conclude

that more emphasis bad been placed on the actual preparation of food in
high school than on principles of cookery.

The students were also better

informed on the definition of terms used in cookery than on the applica
tion of principles .

The reliability coefficient of the combined tests ,

however, was sufficiently high to warrant a trial use in the classifica
tion of freshmen in beginning college foods classes .
A study concerning the same problem was carried out by Wangsgard
( 66) in 1958 .

The purpose of this study was to develop a laboratory

examination which would objectively measure a student ' s experience in
food preparat ion both as to quality and breadth .

The difficUlty of

measurement by the usual laboratory test of having the student prepare
one or two finished products was recognized .

Wangsgard attempted to

des ign an instrument which would measure a student ' s understanding of
a variety of processes involved in food preparation and her ability to
carry out the processes .

The test was made up of a series of specific

procedures which are crucial in determining the quality of many pro
ducts .

It was found that many procedures could be measured in a shorter

period of time than would be required to finish the preparation of any
one product .

Wangsgard recommended that this type of laboratory examina

tion be used in conjunction with a written examinat ion des igned to test
knowledge of subject matter, as a means of providing an understanding
of a student ' s background in the field of foods .
A study by Nowlan ( 51) , reported in 19 60, bad as its purpose the
construction of a nutrition pretest to measure the student ' s knowledge
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and understanding about nutrition before he undertakes any formal univer
sity course of instruct ion in the subject .

It was not the purpose of the

pretest to test .for course accomplishment , but rather to test for existing
knowledge and attitudes which might have been acquired from out-of-school
as well as in-school experiences .

Items were designed which would indicate

whether or not the student had the nutritional information necessary to
make wise selections in food, and to differentiate between the whole
truth and partial truths with which everyone is confronted .
The pretest was given to freshman students at Cornell University
prior to any college instruction in nutrition .

The fact that those

students who stated that they had received previous training in nutrition
made slightly higher scores in the pretest than those without previous
training was taken as support of the content validity of the pretest .
It was concluded that the instrument was basically sound at the time ,
but one which should be modified and improved with usage .

Results ob

tained from use of the pretest should serve as an aid to the teacher in
planning a course in elementary nutrition for freshman students .
Although little information has reached the educational press
which would indicate construct ive action by home economics educators
in trying to cope with the problem of school-college articulation, there
can be no doubt that same such action has taken place in isolated cases .
The subject of the pretesting of students prior to registration in ele
mentary course s has been discussed at a number of national meetings of
college teachers of foods and nutrition .

Various uses made of the results

of pretests in fpods , as stated by college teachers from a number of
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institut ions , were reported by Russemann ( 37, p . 95) :

students are ex

cused from a course , put into different sect ions , provided opportunities
for different kinde of experiences during laboratory hours , or given
credit for the course .

One institution provides for a remedial course ·

without credit for those students who lack skill and certain basic under
standings .

All students can then begin the second semester with a more

similar background .

Another inst itution asks all students to attend

lectures and demonstrations but to decide for themselves whether they
need the laboratory work when individual foods are prepared .

They are

expected to be present when meals are prepared .
Some college departments of home economics have been working for
a number of years in the direction of permitting students to start where
the ir level of proficiency indicated that they could do successful work .
Amy ( 4) pointed out that one eastern college has discovered that it is
possible to exempt about half of their freshman students from one or
more of the elementary course s previously required of all students .
Significantly, these students almost always received better-than-average
marks when they t ook the later courses in the sequence .
In this section, some reports of literature have been reviewed
which indicate that home economics educators at the college level realize
the importance of trying to meet the needs of freshman students .

Several

methods have been shown to be in use over a period of years , all aimed at
finding out the capability of the student entering college for the first
t ime in order to deal more effectively with the student in college
courses .

Beports of cooperative action between high schools and colleges
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for the purpose of improving the articulation of home economics courses
at the two levels were noticeably missing from the literature .

CHAPTER III
PBE-COLIJ!:GE EXPERIENCES AND DUPLICATION OF EXPERIENCES IN
COLLEGE OF A SELECTED GROUP OF HOME ECONOMICS SENIORS
The purpose of this chapter is to present and interpret data which
were secured from college home economics seniors in regard to the back
ground of experiences before college and the duplication in college home
economics courses of (a ) experiences performed and (b ) understandings
acquired before college .
As stated in Chapter I , departments of home economics in three
Virginia colleges and the College of Home Economics of the University
of Tennessee participated in the study. In some instances the findings
will be presented as applying to the total group, in others as separate
groupings for the two states .
The student questionnaire used in this study contained three
parts (see Appendix B ) .

The information sought in Parts I and II con

cerned the area of foods and nutrition .

Part I was made up of forty-two

experiences believed to be representative of those in which most students
engage, e ither in school or in out-of-school situations .

A list of the

items as numbered in the questionnaire appears in Appendix C , page 174 .
Part II of the questionnaire contained thirty-eight basic under
standings which students probably acquire at some time in their training.
The principles listed cut across all areas of cookery and included items
which are purely nutritional in character .

Only one item dealt specifi

cally with the management of time and energy in the preparation of food .

A list of the items , numbered as they were in the questionnaire, appears
1n Appendix C , page 176 .
This chapter will deal largely with these data .

Some data pertinent

to the topics included in this chapter were obtained from Part �II of the
student questionnaire .
A.

BACKGROUND EXPERIENCES RELATED TO HOME ECONOMICS

Informat ion concerning the experiences of students before entering
college is important in the planning of college courses in any curriculum .
The situations in which students engage in food and nutrition activities,
in particular, were considered to be :

the high school class , the local

chapter of the Future Homemakers of America, the 4-H Club, and the home .
Time Spent in High School Homemaking, F H A, and 4-H Club
Part III of the questionnaire contained questions intended to
determine ( a ) the amount of time spent by the respondents in high school
homemaking classes , (b) the approximate proportion of that time devoted
to the study of foods and nutrition, and ( c ) the years of membership in
the Future Homemakers of America and in the 4-H Club .

Table I presents

the findings related to the number of years spent in those activities
with the exception of the time devoted to the study of foods and nutri
tion, which is presented in Table II .
An

analysis of the data indicated that heme economics students

at the University of Tennessee were likely to have taken more home eco
nomics at the high school level than were those students :from the three
colleges in Virginia .

More than two-thirds ( 67 . 4 per cent ) of the seniors
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TABLE I
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAKING AND IN MEMBERSHIP IN
FHA AND 4-H CLUB AS BEPOBTED BY A GBOUP OF COLLEGE
SENIORS OF HOME ECONOMJ:CS, 19 61
University
ot Tennessee
N=92

Three Virginia
coll
s
N=

Num.ber

Per
cent

Number

8

8.7

One year

11

12 . 0

10
14

Two years
Three years

19
43

20 . 7
46 . 7

Four years

11

None

Situation
and
t ime spent

w

Per
cent

Total
N:156
Num.- Per
cent
ber

High school homemaking
15 . 6

18

11 . 5

25

16 . 0

12

21 . 9
18 . 8

31

19 . 9

18

28 . 1

61

39 · 1

12 . 0

10

15 . 6

21

13 . 5

29

31 . 5

18

28 . 1

47

30 . 1

One year

10

10 . 9

7

10 . 9

17

10 . 9

Two years

13 . 0
17 . 4

7

10 . 9

19

Three years

12
16

13

20 . 3

29

12 .2
18 . 6

Four years

25

27 . 2

19

29 · 7

44

28 .2

56

6o . 9

27

83

One year

3

3 ·3

53 .2
3 .8

Two years

7

7. 6

3
4

42 .2
4. 7
6.3

11

Three years

3

3 ·3

4

6.3

7

7.1
4.5

23

25 . 0

26

40 . 6

49

31. 4

None

F H A

4-H OJ.ub
None

Four or more years

6
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TABLE II
TIME SPENT BY STUDENTS IN STUDY OF FOODS AND NUTRITION
BY NUMBER OF YEARS OF mGH SCHOOL HOMEMAKING AS
BEPORT.ED BY A GROUP OF COLLEGE SENIORS
OF HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Years of
high school
home
economics

Time sEent in studi of foods and nutrition
Less
One-third
Number
than
to
ot
one
-fourth
one-fourth
One-halt
All
students
Num- Per
Num- Per
Num- Per
Num- Per
cent
cent
ber
ber
ber
ber
cent
cent

2

31

0

0

7

22 . 6

21

67 - 7

3

9-7

3

60

0

0

12

20 . 0

43

71 .7

5

8.3

4

21

0

0

2

9·5

16

76 . 2

3

14 . 3

112

0

0

21

18 . 8

80

71 . 4

11

9·8

Total
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from the University of Tennessee had had two to three years of high school
homemaking, with almost one-half of the group having taken three years
of home economics in high school ( Table I ) .

It was found, in comparison,

that less than one-halt ( 46 . 9 per cent ) of the seniors from the Virginia
colleges had had two to three years of high school homemaking, with
slightly over one-fourth of the group having had as much as three years
of home economics in high school .

The total number of student partici

pants from both Tennessee and Virginia who had completed four years of
high school home economics ( 13 . 5 per ce�t ) was only slightly higher than
the number who had not studied home economics at all ( 11 . 5 per cent ) .
The mode for each state and for the total group was three years of home
making in high school ; the mean number of years spent in high school
homemaking for the total group was 2 . 3 years

•

Data pertaining to membership in the Future Homemakers of .America
showed that almost one-third of the seniors had never been members of
that organization, while 28 .2 per cent had been members for four years .
More than one-half of the group ( 59 . 0 per cent ) had belonged to one of
the F H A chapters for two or more of their high school years .
Further analysis of the data in Table I indicates that more than
one-half of the respondents had never been members of the 4-H Club as
compared with the one-third who had never belonged to the F H A .

The

majority of those who had joined the 4-H Club, however, had remained
as members for four or more years .

Forty-three per cent of the total

group belonged to the 4-H Club for two years or longer .
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Time Devoted to the Study of Foods and Nutrit ion
The investigator was concerned with securing some estimate of the
total amount of time in home economics classes which had been devoted
specifically to the study of foods and nutrit ion .

As a follow-up to the

question regarding the number of years of high school homemaking the
student had had, the following question was asked :

"Approximately how

much of this time was spent in the study of foods and nutrition? "

The

responses of the 113 students who had reported having had two or more
years of high s chool homemaking were checked for answers to this question.
More than three -fourths ( 71 . 4 per cent ) of the students estimated
that tram one-third to one -fourth of the time spent in high school home
making was devoted to the study of foods and nutrit ion { Table II ) .
Approximately one-fifth of the respondent s who had taken two or three
years of high school home economics ( 22 . 6 per cent and 20 . 0 per cent ,
respectively) reported that one -half of the time was spent in the study
of foods and nutrition .

It should be noted that only 9 . 8 per cent of

the students who had spent four years in high school homemaking made
such a report .

The indication seems to be that greater blocks of time

are allowed for the study of foods and nutrition in the first two or
three years of high school homemaking, with the fourth year being devoted
to other areas of home economics .

Some weight is added to this observa

t ion when it is noted that a significant number ( 14 . 3 per cent ) of the
high school students who had completed four years of homemaking reported
that less than one -fourth of the time in such classes had been directed
to the study of foods and nutrition .
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Activities Performed in High School Class
In order to obtain information about the activities relating to
foods and nutrition which are given emphasis in high school classes,
students were asked to respond to the forty-two items listed in Appendix
C , page 174 . The results of this response for the 113 seniors who had
had two or more years of high school homemaking are presented in Table
XXVI ,

Appendix D .

This table shows the total number and percentage

distribut ion of students who had engaged in each experience .

The mean

number of activities performed in high school per student vas found to
be 15 . 8 out of a total of forty-two .
The experiences in which as many as three-fourths of the students
had engaged in high school class were the preparation of eggs , biscuits,
plain pastry, and hot chocolate or cocoa .

From 50 to 74 per cent of the

total group indicated having engaged in the following activities :

the

preparation of soft meringue , gelat in salad, broiled meat , white sauce ,
fresh fruit pie , yeast bread, butter cake , flour muffins , fondant and/or
chocolate fudge , coffee , and the evaluation of a personal diet record in
terms of an accepted food guide .

That eo many activities were reported

to have been performed in high school class by a majority of the parti
cipating students seems to strengthen the opinion of Fleck { 31) that
experience in high school homemaking needs to be recognized by college
instructors of home economics .
The items which were checked by leas than 10 per cent of the group
were the preparation of fresh broccoli and fresh cauliflower, participa
tion in an animal-feeding experiment , and the analysis of food advert ising
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and of clatms made by food faddists and promoters of reducing plans .
Other items checked by only 10 to 14 per cent of the students--indicating
a small amount of emphasis on those activities in high school--are those
concerned with:

the preparation of pot roast , roast fowl, and caramels ;

the use of the pressure canner in food preservation; and the use of the
Table of Becommended Dietary Allowances in the evaluation of diets .
Activities Performed in Local Chapters of the F H A
Little experience in the area of foods and nutrition seemed to
have been gained through membership in the Future Homemakers of America
( Table XXVI , Appendix D ) .

Thirty-three of the forty-two items e ither

were not checked at all or were checked by lese than 2 . 5 per cent of
the respondents .

A small percentage of the students indicated that they

had engaged in such activities as the preparation of cakes, candy, and
hot beverages .

It might be assumed that these activities were connected

with the serving of refreshments at chapter meetings .

Item 10, biscuits,

was checked by 5 · 3 per cent of the respondents , while 2 . 7 per cent of
the group indicated that through the F H A chapter they had assumed full
responsibility for meals for a real or simulated family.
Activities Performed in the 4-H Club
Belatively few of the forty-two experiences were reported to have
been performed in the 4-H Club, as was true in relation to membership in
the F H A ( Table XXVI, Appendix D) .

Twenty-eight per cent of the respon

dents indicated that they had prepared biscuits as a 4-H Club project .
This was the only activity which was reported to have been engaged in by
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more than one -fifth of the group .

Other food products which were pre

pared by as many as 15 per cent of the students were fruit pie , pastry,
butter cakes, and chocolate fudge .

Those items concerned with food

pre servat ion ( items 31 to 3 4 inclusive ) were checked by one -tenth of the
respondents .

The mean number of activities in the area of foods and

nutrition engaged in by each student was found to be 2 . 8 of the total of
forty-two .

The view of a college administrator of home economics , re

ported by Christopherson ( 15 ) 1 that the schools of home economics give
too little recognition to work done in 4 -H Clubs seems to rece ive little
support from the findings in the present study .
Activities Performed in the Home
Home experiences in the area of foods and nutrition are many and
varied .

Knowledge of the kind and amount of such experience could pro-

. vide valuable assistance in the total evaluation of the student ' s ability
upon entering college .

The data presented in Table XXVI , Appendix D,

indicate that the 113 college seniors in this study, as a group, had
partic ipated in the home in all of the forty-two experiences .

An

analysis of the data , hovever, reveals a wide variation in the frequency
of partic ipat ion for the different items .
It is recognized that such act ivities as participat ion in an
animal-feeding experiment ( item 3 6) , making a deta iled analysis of a
dietary and energy requirement of an individual ( item 37 ) 1 and us ing
the Table of Recommended Dietary Allowances in the evaluation of diets

( item 41 ) are rarely practiced in the home . Less than 3 per cent of the
students indicated home part ic ipation in any one of those experiences .
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The items , in addit ion to those just mentioned, that were checked by
fewer than 10 per cent of the group are items 38 , 40, and 42 .

These are

the act ivities concerned with the evaluat ion of diets in terms of

an

accepted food guide such as the Basic Seven or Basic Four, work on food
budgets at different cost levels , and an analys is of food advertising .
Cheese souffle and mayonnaise were seldom checked as having been prepared
at home .

Only 17 . 7 per cent of the respondents indicated that the eval-

uation of meals in terms of calories was a home activity.
More than nine out of ten students reported that they prepared
eggs, broiled meat , and made biscuits, butter cakes, fondant and /or
chocolate fudge , coffee, and hot chocolate or cocoa in the home .

The

following items were checked as having been prepared at home by more
than three out of four students :

soft meringue , gelatin salad, lemon

pie filling, fresh fruit pie , applesauce and/or stewed apple s, and
boiled frosting .

Eighty per cent of the seniors indicated that they

had had full respons ibility for meals in the home , that is, for the
selecting, purchasing, preparing, and serving of food for the family.
Fourteen additional activities were a part of the home experiences of
five out of ten students .
Of the forty-two selected experiences, the mean number performed
in the home per student was much greater than the number performed in
any of the other situat ions , as is shown by the following tabulation:
Situat ion
Home
High school class
4 -H Club
F H A

Mean number of experiences performed
24 . 2
15 . 8
2 .8
.6
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Understandings Acguired Before College
Knowledge of the stage in the training of home economics students
when emphasis is given to certain basic principles could be of value in
helping to solve articulation problema between high school and college
courses in foods and nutrition .

I n order t o obtain some such informa

tion, students participat ing in this investigation were asked to indi
cate when they had first acquired some concept of each of the thirty
eight understandings listed in Appendix

c,

page 176 .

Responses of the

113 college seniors to this request are presented in Table XXVII ,
Appendix D .
An examination of the data revealed that very few of the thirty
eight basic principles of foods and nutrition were reported by the
respondents to have been understood before high school .

The mean

number of understandings acquired per student was found to be 3 . 9 .
Approximately one out of three respondents said they had had an under
standing of the value of proper placement of tools and equipment as a
means of saving time and energy in meal preparation ( item 19 ) .

A

similar number reported an understanding of the value of citrus fruits
as a source of vitamin C ( item 3 6) .

Slightly more than 25 per cent

of the student s had learned before entering high school that green,
leafy, and yellow vegetables are good sources of vitamin A and iron
( item 17 ) ; that the caloric value of foods increases as the amount
of fat in the diet increases ( item 18) ; and that the three functions
of food in the body are ( a ) to build tissue, ( b ) to regulate body
processes, and ( c ) to supply energy ( item 21) .

Items 13 and 14, which

concerned the extract ion of tannin from coffee grounds and tea leaves ,
and the prevention of a scum on heated milk, were listed a s being under
stood before high school by one out of five respondents .

The great

majority of the items were checked by less than 10 per cent of the
students .
In comparing the re sponse s in the column headed " before high
school " with those in the column entitled " in high school , " it was
found that a much larger percentage of the items were checked in the
latter column .

The following figures show the mean number of the

thirty-eight selected understandings which were acquired per student
in high school in comparison with those acquired before high school :
Period of t ime

Mean number of understandings acquired

Before high school
In high school

3·9
15 . 7

The understandings checked most frequently by the 113 students
as having been acquired in high school were those pertaining to ( a )
the functions of food in the body, ( b ) the sources of the various
food elements, ( c ) the value of the proper placement of tools and
equipment to the conservation of time and energy in meal preparation,
and ( d ) some of the simpler principles of cookery as stated in items
1, 3 , 6, and 29 ( Table XXVI , Appendix D ) .

The understandings referred

to in a, b , and c above are items 17 to 22 inclus ive , 30 1 31, 33, and
36 .
The item checked by the fewest number of students ( 8 . 0 per cent )
concerned the hydrolyt ic effect of ac id upon starch ( item 5 ) .

Less than
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one-fourth of the students reported an understanding in high school of
items 1, 8 , 12, 23 , 24, 34, and 38 .

A check of the above-mentioned items

will reveal that, in most instances , t�y involve the cookery and nutri
tional principles which are more complex and scientific in nature .
The response s to items 15 and 24 seem difficult to reconcile .

Al

though 40 . 7 per cent of the respondents indicated that they had acquired
an understanding of the factors involved in successful preservation of
food ( item 15) , only 16 . 8 per cent reported an awareness in high school
of the safest method of achieving this goal in the canning of low acid
foods ( item 24) .

The assumption might reasonably be that the water-bath

method of canning such food continues to be in use and is considered an
acceptable practice , or that canning as a method of preserving food has
given way to the quick-freez ing . method to such an extent that less
attention is being directed to the principles of canning by high school
teachers .
B.

DUPLICATION

OF

AND

HOME ECONOMICS EXPERIENCES
ITS POSSIBLE . VALUE

The questi onna ire used in this study was so constructed that stu
dents could indicate the experiences performed and the understandings
acquired in college as well as those of t}?.e pre-college period .

In this

way information relative to the extent of college duplication of subject
matter in the area of foods and nutrition was secured .
Collega Duplication of Experiences
Some �uplication in college was reported for each of the forty-two

experiences used in this study .

The percentage of students reporting

collese duplication for the individual activities ranged from 2 . 7 per cent
to 94 - 7 per cent ( Table XXVIII , Appendix D) .
repeated per student was found to be 22 . 4 .

The mean number of activities·
The items involving the great

est amount of repetit ion in college, in their order of frequency were :
biscuits, plain pastry, coffee, and broiled meat ( 94 - 7 to 92 . 9 per cent ) ;
eggs, butter cake , hot chocolate or cocoa, and white sauce ( 84 . 9 to 82 . 3
per cent ) . Three out of :fbur respondents indicated duplication in the case
of gelatin salad, yeast bread, fondant or chocolate fudge, and in the
assuming of full responsibility for meals for a family.

A total of

twenty-s ix experiences were reported to have been duplicated by five out
of ten respondents .
The activities reported by the fewest number of respondents as
haVing

been duplicated were :

participation in an animal-feeding experi

ment ( item 3 6) ; evaluation of food advertising and of claims made by
food faddists and promoters of reducing plans ( item 40) ; use of the Table
of Recommended Dietary Allowances in the evaluation of diets ( item 41) ;
and the preparation of cheese souffle , fresh broccoli , fresh cauliflower,
and caramels ( items 2, 23 , 25, and 27) . Reference to the data in Table

XXVI , Appendix D, will reveal that these activities were checked by a
decided majority of students as either having been carried out at the
college level only, or as not having been performed at any time .

Approxi

mately two out of five respondents indicated that they had never cooked
fresh broccoli or fresh cauliflower .

This seems to reflect the extensive

use of partially prepared foods in the preparation of meals both at school
and in the home .
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other experiences which had never been performed or had been
carried out at the college level only by a large number of the respondents
were :

preparation of roast fowl, maycmnaise, and pop-overs or cream

puffs ; making a detailed analysis of the dietary and energy requirements
of an individual ; and working out food budgets at different cost levels
(items 9, 12, 18, 37, and 42) . Consequently, very few of the respondents
reported duplication in college of those experiences .
Attention is called to the data in the area of food preservation
( items 31-34 inclusive ) . Forty-four per cent of the students reported
duplication in preparing and packaging a green vegetable for the freezer .
Fewer students ( approximately 30 per cent) indicated that they had re
peated canning by the w�ter-bath method and/or by use of the pressure
canne r in college, while only 26 per cent reported duplication of jelly
making. A greater percentage of students indicated having packaged food
for the freezer in both the high school class and at home than had taken
part in canning or jelly-making in either situation (Table XXVI , Appendix
D) .

Conversely, fewer students reported that they had never packaged

food for the freezer than was so reported in the case of canning and the
making of jelly. The well-lmown trend toward a preference for quick
freezing as a method of preserving food appears to be indicated by these
data .
In Part III , question 10, of the student questioiilla ire , opinions
were asked concerning the extent of repetition in college of experiences
had earlier in three areas of foods and nutrition. A majority of the
respondents ( 87 . 6 per cent)

believed that there is same or much repetition
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1n

college in the area of food preparation as opposed to the 11 . 5 per cent

who did not report that any duplication had occurre d ( Table III ) . Sixty
per cent of the students expressed the opinion that some or much repetition
occurre d in meal management, while a slightly greater number ( 68 . 1 per
cent ) reported some or much repetition in learnings in the area of nutri
tion. It is significant to note that in the column headed "much, " the
greatest number of students ( 9 . 7 per cent )

checked food preparation.

It was ilidicated by 4 . 4 per cent of the group that much repeating occurred
in nutrition learnings , while only 2 . 7 per cent so reported as applied to
meal management .
The students were also asked to indicate the courses in these
areas in which, in their opinion, unne cessary duplication of experiences
occurred ( Table IV) . Analysis of the data indicates that approximately
three-fourths of the students felt that useless repetition took place in
one or more courses in the area of foods and nutrition.

Of the total

group, 58 . 4 per cent indicated that this occurre d in the first course
in food preparation, while 31 . 9 per cent believed that this was the case
in the first course in nutrition . Another 9 . 7 per cent of the respondents
reported unne cessary repetition in the meal management course .

Six of

the 113 students ( 5 . 3 per cent ) expressed the opinion that useless du
plication took place in the second food preparation course .
One could reasonably assume that the student would fail to be
challenged in college courses to the extent that repetition of course
content occurs .

Tabl� V contains a summary of the students ' responses
.
to a question aimed at disclosing consistency of opin�ons regarding the
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TABLE III

OPINIONS OF COLLEGE HOME ECONOMICS SENIOBS BEGARDING
THE AMOUNT OF :REPETITION GENERALLY OCCUBRING
IN COLLEGE IN THREE AREAS OF FOODS
.AND Nmm:TION, 19 61

Area
and
college

Number
of
seniors

a
Amount of reEetition
Much
Some
None
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber cent ber cent ber cent

Food preparation
University of Tennessee

73

7

9·6

57

78 . 1

8

n.o

Three Virginia colleges

40

6

15 . 0

31

77 - 5

3

7.5

113

13

11 . 5

88

77 - 9

11

9 ·1

University of Tennessee

73

24

32 · 9

47

64 . 4

2

2.7

Three Virginia colleges

40

21

52 - 5

18

45 . 0

1

2.5

ll3

45

39. 8

65

57 · 5

3

2 .7

University of Tennessee

73

21

28 . 8

46

63 . 0

4

5·5

Three Virginia colleges

40

13

32 . 5

26

65 . 0

1

2.5

113

34

30 . 1

72

63 . 7

5

4.4

Total
Meal management

Total
Knowledge of nutrition

Total

aSame
percentages will total less than 100 since three of the
students did not respond to all items .
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TABLE IV
OPINIONS OF COLLEGE HOME ECONOMICS SENIOBS CONCERNING
THE EXISTENCE OF UNNECESSARI DUPLICATION IN
VARIOUS AREAS OF FOODS AND
NUTRITION, 19 61a

Area of
unne cessary duplicat ion

University
of Tennessee
N=73

Three Virginia
colle�s
N= 4o
Num- Per
cent
ber

Total
N=ll3

Number

Per
cent

Num- Per b
cent
ber

Firat course in
food preparation

42

57 · 5

24

6o . o

66

58 . 4

Second course in
food preparation

5

6.8

1

2.5

6

5·3

c
First course in nutrition

27

37.0

9

22 . 5

36

31 . 9

Meal management course

10

13 . 7

1

2.5

11

9·7

a 6
2 . 0 per cent of the students from the University of Tennessee
and 27 . 5 of those from Virginia said there was no unne cessary duplication.

bpercentagea will total more than 100 since a number of students
checked two or more courses .
c
The second course of nutrition was ment ioned by one Virginia
student .
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TABLE V
BESPONSES OF COLLEGE SENIORS IN HOME ECONOMICS TO THE QUESTION,
"DID YOUB COLLEGE WORK IN FOODS AND NU'l'.BITION
Cli.ALLENGE YOUR BEST TffiNKING ABmTI'l "

College

Number
of
students

University of Tennessee

73

49

67 . 1

1

9.6

17

23 . 3

Three Virginia colleges

40

14

a
35·0

2

5·0

23

57 · 5

113

63

55. 8

9

8.0

40 35 . 4

Total

Yes
Num- Per
cent
ber

No
Num- Per
ber
cent

Partiall;y:
Num- Per
ber cent

Bpercentages will total somewhat less than 100 since one Virginia
student did not respond .

existence of repetition and the lack of challe� . A comparison of the
data in Tables In , IV, and V reveals same similarity in the responses
which appear to be . significant . Of the total group, 9 . 7 per cent reported
much repetition in the area of food preparation, with lesser percentages
indicated in the other two areas of foods and nutrition (Table III ) .
These numbers are somewhat in agreement with the 8 . 0 per cent of students
who stated that college work did not present a challenge (Table V) . The
number of Virginia students who indicated that college courses offered
only a partial challenge ( 57 · 5 per cent ) appeared to be consistent with
the responses of that group indicating "same" repetition in college
courses, when the average for the three areas was considered . There
appeared to be

no

close relationship between the high percentage of

Tennessee students who answered "yes"

to

the question concerning the

challenge of college courses and their previous indication of same

or

much repetition in college classes .
Value Attached to College Duplication of Experiences
Information regarding the amount of duplication that occurs in
college courses in home economics will have significance for this study
only as it relates to the value attached to this duplication by the
students involved . Respondents to the questionnaire indicated the ex
tent to which they thought skills and/or lmovledge were gained when an
experience was repeated in college (Table XXVIII1 Appendix D) .
Of the

2 , 535 instances in which duplication of experiences were

said to have occurre d, approximately one-fourth were reported to be of
no

value ,

one-fourth to be of much value , and one-half to be of some

value (Table VI ) .

The experiences through which students indicated the

greatest benefit from college repetition were those related to the planning
and serving of meals ( items 35 and 42 ) .

More than three-tom-the of the

students reported that much value resulted from continued emphasis upon
these activities in college . Other experiences from which much benefit
was gained through college repetition were :
feeding experiment,

participation in an animal-

analysis of dietary and energy requirements of an

individual, evaluation of diets both in terms of a layman ' s food guide
and of the N B C a allowances , and analysis of food advertising and of
claims made by food faddists and promoters of reducing plans ( items 3 6,
37, 3 8 , 40, and 41 ) .

Little attention was reported to have been given

to these items at the pre-college level (Tables XXVI and XXVIII ) ;
hence few cases of duplication were indicated .
The experiences from which the respondents apparently gained the
least benefit through college repetition were the preparation of coffee
and cocoa or hot chocolate ( items 29 and 30 ) . A great majority of the
students indicated much duplication involving these items, to which they
attached no value . In at least four instances out of ten, no new skills
or additional knowledge were reported as having been acquired through
repeating in college the cooking of eggs, soft meringue, escalloped
potatoes, lemon pie filling, stewed fruit, and broccoli . In approxi
mately one-third of the cases, no benefit was reported to have been
gained in college from the following activities :
�ecommended Dietary Allowances set
Council, .

up

the preparation of

by the National Beeearch

TABLE VI
RESPONSES OF ROME ECONOMICS SENIORS REGABDING THE VALUE
OF DUPLICA'l'ION IN COLLEGE OF FORTI -TWO SELECTED
EXPERIENCES IN FOODS AND NUTRITION, 19 61

C ollege

Number
of
students

Instances
of
duplication
reEorted
Per
Number
cent

Value attached to d�El ioation
Much
Some
None
Num- Per Num- Per Bum- Per
cent
cent ber
cent ber
ber

University
of
Tennessee

13

1, 70 6

55 - 6

498

Three
Virginia
colleges

40

829

49 . 3

19 6 23 . 6

113

2 ,�� 535

53 - 4

694 27 · 3

Total

29 . 2

82 6 48 . 4

382

22 . 4

378

45 . 6

255

30. 8

1204

47 . 4

637 25 . 1
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gelatin salad, fresh fruit pie, butter cake , boiled frosting; and the pre
paring and packaging of a green vegetable for the freezer.
In comparing the responses from students at the University of
Tennessee with those from the three Virginia colleges where there are
smaller enrollments , a striking similarity may be noted ( Table VI ) .

The

s ize of the home economics department had no apparent effect upon the
amount of duplication in college home economics courses reported by its
students, nor upon the value attached to that duplication by the students .
This finding is not in agreement with that of' Nelson ( 49 ) , who reported
in her study that more of' the respondents from the small colleges than
those from colleges with larger enrollments considered the ir elementary
college courses had been a repetition of' materials studied in high school
home economics .
An aspect of the present study which seemed to be worthy of con
s ideration was the attempt to determine whether an increase in high
school homemaking beyond two full years had any effect upon the feeling
of the students regarding repetition of foods and nutrition experiences
in college home economics courses .

Analysis of the data in Table VII

indicates that the respondents who had been enrolled in high school
homemaking for two years reported as many instances of' duplication as
did those with three and four years of high school home economics .

Slight

ly less value was attached to the repet ition of' course material in college
by those students with a background of' four years of' home economics in
high school .

It would appear from this study that an increase in high

school courses in home economics beyond two years has no significant
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TABLE VII
VALUE ATTACHED TO DUPLICATION IN COLLEGE OF FOODS AND
NUTRITION EXPERIENCES BY NUMBER OF YEARS OF
HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAKING AS REPORTED BY
A GROUP OF COLLEGE SENIORS
OF HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Years of
high school
homemaking

Number
of
students

Instances
of
duplication
rel!orted
NumPer
cent
bar

Value attached to duplicat ion
Much
Some
None
Num- Per Num- Per Nwn- Per
cent
cent bar
cent ber
bar

2

31

704

54 . 1

18 5 2 6 . 3

337

47 . 9

182 25·9

3

61

1,3 54

52 . 8

3 68 27 . 2

629

46 . 4

357 2 6 . 4

4

21

477

54 . 1

141

29 . 6

23 8

49 . 9

98 20 . 5

Total

113

2, 535

53 . 4

694 27 · 3

1204

47 . 4

637 25 . 1
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effect upon the feeling regarding the amount of duplication in college
foods and nutrition courses , nor upon the value assigned to that duplica
tion by the students .

These findings tended to c onfinn the observation

made earlier that the study of foods and nutrition for the students in
this study was largely confined to the early years of high school home
making .
A similar invest igation was undertaken to detennine whether the
college majors in foods and nutrition expressed opinions regarding the
value of the repet ition of foods and nutrition experiences in college
which differed frOm those of students majoring in other areas of home
economics .

Of the 113 student participants in the study, there were

twenty-eight who had chosen same phase of foods and/or nutrition as
an area of special interest .

A random sampling procedure was used in

selecting an equal number of participants from other areas of special
interest .

Those chosen included nine from textiles and clothing, eleven

from child development and family relations , four from related arts and
craft s , three from home
interior des ign .

mana

gement , and one with a major in housing and

I n order t o eliminate any effect which the number of

yea+s of high school homemaking might have on t he result s , the sampling
was carried out in such a way that the two groups were equalized in this
respect .
A somewhat larger number of instances of repeated experiences in
college were indicated by the foods and nutrition majors than by those
of the other group ( Table VIII ) .

There appeared to be no difference in

the opinions of the students of the two groups concerning the benefits
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TABLE VIII
VALUE ATTACHED TO DUPLICATION IN COLLEGE OF FORTI -TWO
SELECTED EXPERIENCES IN FOODS AND NU'rRITION BY
COLLEGE MAJOR AS REPORTED BY A GROUP OF
COLLEGE SENIOBS OF HOME
ECONOMICS, 19 61

C ollege major

Instances
Value attached to duElication
of
'Number
duplicat ion
Much
Some
of
None
reEorted
Num- Per
Per Num- Per
students
NumPer
Number
cent
cent
cent ber
cent ber
ber

Foods ,
nutrition,
inst itut ional
management

28

700

59 · 5

208

Other areas
of home
economic s

28

620

52 · 7

20 6 33 . 2

29 . 7

3 40

48 . 6

286 46 . 1

152

21 . 7

128 20 . 6

derived from duplication in college of pre-college experiences in foods
and nutrition .
Bepetit ion in Collese of Previously Acquired Understandings

An analysis of Table XXVII , Appendix D , revealed that in

many

in

stances the respondents indicated that their first concept of a parti
No attempt was made to

cular understanding vas acquired in college .

evaluate growth in comprehension of the thirty-e ight basi c principles
which might have taken place during the four college years .

The data in

this section relate to those principles of which the student had some
knowledge upon college entrance and with the contributions made by college
courses in supplementing the previously acquired knowledge .
Each of the thirty-eight basic principles was reported by some
�tudents to have been partially or completely understood before college
( Table

XXIX,

Appendix D ) .

The number of students indicat ing pre-college

understanding of the various items ranged from nine ( 8 . 0 per cent ) on
item 51 to 110 ( 97 . 3 per cent ) on item 3 6 .

The mean number of items

understood before college per student was 19 . 6, slightly more than one
half of those listed .
The data were checked to determine what relationship, if

any,

seemed to exist between the number of years of high school homemaking
and the measure of pre -college understanding claimed by the respondents .
According to the findings presented in Table

IX ,

no greater understand

ing of the principles was indicated by the students who had taken three
and

tour

years of high school homemaking than by the group with a high

school background of two years of home economics .
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TABLE IX
MEAN NOMBER AND PEB CENT OF SELECTED COOKERY AND NUTRITION
PRINCIPLES UNDERSTOOD BEFORE COLLEGE BY NUMBER OF
YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAKING AS REPORTED
BY A GROUP OF COLLEGE SENIORS OF
HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Number of
basic
princ iple s

Mean number
of principles
understood
before college

Per cent of
principles
understood
before college

2

38

19 - 5

52 . 2

3

38

19 . 8

52 . 0

4

38

19 . 4

51 . 0

Total

38

19 . 6

51 . 6

Years of
high school
homemaking
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The principles of cookery least often reported as being understood
before college were the following:
Excess ive beating coagulates the albumin of egg white , causing
loss of elastic ity .
Heating collagen in the presence of moisture converts it to
gelatin .
Starch hydrolyzes readily when heated in the presence of an acid,
and eventually forms substances which lack thickening power .
The amount and quality of gluten in flour determine the strength
of the flour .
Sugar and fat interfere with the development of gluten, thus
tenderizing baked products .
Pressure canning is the safest method of canning foods with
low acid content .
The presence of sugar interferes with the softening effect of
moist heat on plant cells , thereby helping fruit to retain its
shape during the cooking process .
In the presence of acids , chlorophyll decomposes and forms
compounds which vary in color from yellow to olive brown.
The greater the concentration of a sucrose solut ion, the higher
is its boiling point .
The following principles of cookery were said to have been
learned before college by more than fifty per cent of the respondents :
Intense heat or long cooking causes exce ssive coagulation of high
protein food resulting in toughness, shrinkage , and/or dryness of
the product .
C ooking meat by dry heat methods can be applied successfully
only to the tender cuts .

A scum on heated milk may be prevented or broken up after for
mation by beating the milk with a rotary beater .
Lumping of starch or flour is prevented by combining it with
sugar, fat , or cold liquid before heating and by stirring while
cooking .
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Successful preservation of food depends upon the control of the
agents which are re spons ible for food spoilage--namely, enzymes and
the micro-organisms : yeasts, molds , and bacteria .
The principles of nutrition reported t o have been understood before college by the fewest number of students were :

An anilllal will not grow if gelatin is the only protein in ita

diet .

The nutritional requirement of a pre-school child is higher than
that of an adult in proportion to body weight .
A well-planned , low-coat diet is often higher in nutritive value
than a high-coat diet .
The following nutrition principles were indicated as having been
learned before college by more than four-fifths of the respondent s :
The citrus fruits are dependable sources of vitamin C .
The three functions of food in the body are { a ) to build
t is sue , ( b ) t o regulate body processes , and { c ) to supply energy.
Green, leafy, and yellow vegetables are good sources of vitamin
A and iron .
The caloric value of food increases as the amount of fat in the
food increases .
In addition to the previously stated princ iples , some concept of
the following principles of nutrition was reported to have been acquired
before college by at least 50 per cent of the student participants :
The nutrition of women as potential mothers affects the health
of unborn children and, therefore , future generations .
·

Vitamin C is the most easily destroyed of the known vitamins .
Enriched bread contains added amounts of iron, thiamine , ribo
flavin, and niacin .
Eggs , milk, and meats contain complete proteins .
Milk is an excell�nt source of riboflavin .
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Cereals contribute important amounts of protein to the diet .
Beducing diets can be adequate in all nutrit ive essent ials .
Attention should be given to items 17 and 27 .

Whereas 92 per cent

of the students indicated that they had learned before entering college
that green, leafy, and yellow vegetables are good sources of vitamin A
( item 17 ) , only 44 . 2 per cent knew before college that the source of this
vitamin in gree� and yellow vegetables is the provitamin, carotene ( item
27 ) .

This, as well as other similar examples in these data, seem to

indicate that pre-college training in foods and nutrition often consists
of learning isolated facts without acquiring an adequate sc ientific back
ground upon which the facts are based .
C ontribution of College Home Economics Courses to Previously Acquired
Understandings
The purpose of this part of the study was not only to try to de
termine the amount of overlapping in college of foods and nutrition
subject matter already learned, but to assess the value of continued
emphasis on certain sele cted understandings in this area .

To this end,

the questionnaire was constructed so that the students could indicate
the extent to w�ich their previous concept of these understandings was
increased by college courses by checking one of three columns , headed
" none , " " some , " and "much . "
For purposes of clarificat ion in interpreting and presenting the
data, the thirty-eight understandings were classified in two groups-
name

ly, principles of nutrition and principles of cookery.

The latter

group was further divided into several groups representing various
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types of cookery .

Tables X to XIII inclusive present the data resulting

from this classification .

Table XIV gives the findings pertaining to the

remaining principles--those of a miscellaneous nature .
In a large majority of the instances ( 84 . 7 per cent ) , it was indi
cated that college courses increased " some " or "much" the understanding
of those nutrition and cookery principles of which the student had some
previous lmowledge ( Table XXIX, Appendix D ) .

In more than one-fourth of

the cases much increase in understanding of the various items was indi
cated as having been acquired in college, while in 15 . 3 per cent of the
instances no value was attached to repeating the study of these princi
ples in college .
Analysis of Table X will reveal that the principles of nutrition
to which college courses made the greatest contribution, as indicated by
the large number of respondents who checked the columns " some " and "much, "
were items 20, 25, 27 , 3 4 , 35, and 3 8 .

These items , as a group, concerned

the why ' s and how ' s of nutritional knowledge rather than the statement of
mere facts .

The nutrition principles to which college courses made the

least contribut ion, as indicated by the comparatively high percentage of
students who checked the " none " column, were those pertaining to a mow
ledge of the source of the various food nutrients ( items 18 , 32, 33, and
3 6) .

These responses would seem to indicate that the average student

in this study had learned before college the names and some of the food
sources of the body nutrients, but felt insecure in her knowledge of why
and how to apply these facts toward the achievement of improved nutrition .
The responses of the students regarding the contribution of college
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TABLE X
CONTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE COURSES TO INCBEASED UNDERSTANDING
OF PREVIOUSLY LEARNED PRINCIPLES OF NU'l'.RITION AS
REPOBTED BY A GROUP OF COLLEGE SENIORS
OF HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61
I tem
number
17
18

Basic principle

Contribution of college
Number
courses ( responses
reporting
e!Eressed in Eer cent �
pre-colle ge
Some Much
None
understandins:

Green, leafy, and yellow
vegetables are good sources
of vitamin A and iron .

104

10 . 6

50 . 0

39. 4

93

19 . 4

59 · 1

21 . 5

80

3 .8

43 . 8

52 · 5

The three functions of food
in the body are ( a ) to build
tissue , ( b ) to regulate body
processes, and ( c ) to supply
energy.

101

9·9

54 . 5

35. 6

Vitamin C is the most easily
destroyed of the known vitamine .

66

15 . 2

63 . 6

21 .2

The caloric value of foods
increases as the amount of
fat in the food increases .

20

The nutrition of women as
potential mothers affects
the health of unborn children, and, therefore of
future generations .

21

22

25

26

27

Good nutrit ion demands that
one be able to discriminate
between fact and fallacy in
the vast amount of advertising and popular beliefs about
the use of foods .
The term "metabolism " refers
to the changes which take
place in the foodstuffs after
they have been absorbed from
the digest ive tract of the
body.

54

5. 6

61 . 1

33 - 3

55

9-1

50. 9

40 . 0

Carotene , known to be a precursor of vitamin A, occurs in
the natural orange-yellow coloring matter of green and yellow
vegetables .

50

4. 0

62 . 0

34 . 0
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TABLE X ( continued )
C ontribution of college
Number
Item
courses ( responses
reporting
nume!Eressed in Eer cent )
pre-college
Basic principle
ber
Some Much
None
understandi!!ej
28
In foods and nutrition there
is an evergrowing body of
lmowledge based on e.xperi52 . 8
35. 8
11. 3
menta and the laws of science .
53
30 Enriched bread contains
added amounts of iron,
thiamine , riboflavin, and
66. 2
17. 6
16. 2
niacin.
74
31
Eggs , milk, and meats con32 . 1
51 . 3
tain complete proteins .
16 . 7
78
32
Milk is an excellent source
66 . 7 10. 5
22 . 8
of riboflavin.
57
33
Cereals contribute important amounts of protein to
61 . 5 20. 0
65
the diet.
18 . 5
34
An animal will not grow if
gelatin is the only protein
5· 6
in its diet .
5. 6 88 . 9
18
35

36
37
38

A well-planne d , low-cost
diet is often higher in
nutritive value than a highcost diet .

41

4. 9

39. 0

56. 1

The citrus fruits are dependable sources of vitamin c .

110

24 . 5

65 . 5

10. 0

Reducing diets can be adequate in all nutritive
essentials .

65

9.2

6o . o

30. 8

The nutritional requirement
of a pre-school child is
higher than that of an adult
in proportion to body weight .

28

3.6

50. 0

46. 4
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TABLE XI
CONTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE COURSES TO INCBEASED UNDEBSTANDING
OF P.REVIOUSLY LEARNED PRINCIPLES OF PROTEIN COOKERY
AS :REPORTED BY A GROUP OF COLLEGE SENIORS
OF ROME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Item
number
1

2

3

14

23

Basic principle

Contribution of collese
Number
courses ( responses
reporting
pre-collese
e!Eressed in Eer cent �
Some Much
None
understanding

Intense heat or long cooking causes excessive coagulation of high protein food
resulting in toughness,
shrinkage and/or dryness of
the product .

76

3 ·9

59 -2

3 6. 8

Excessive beating coagulates
the albumin of egg white ,
causing loss of elasticity.

40

27 ·5

62 . 5

10. 0

5.8

72 · 5

21. 7

45 . 3

50 . 0

4. 7

13 . 3

6o . o

26 . 7

Cooking meat by dry heat
methods can be applied suecesstully only to the tender
cuts .
A scum on heated milk may be
prevented or broken up after
formation by beating the milk
with a rotary beater.
Heating collagen in the pre sence of moisture converts it
to gelat in.

15
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TABU:

XII

CONTRIBUTION OF COLlEGE COURSES TO INCREASED UNDEBSTANDING
OF PREVIOUSLY IJ!:ARNED PBINCIPLES PERTAINING TO THE
COOKERY OF BREADS AND STARCHES AS REPORTED
BY A GROUP OF COLlEGE SENIORS OF
HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Item
number
4

5

6

7

8

Basic principle

Contribution of college
Number
courses ( responses
reporting
e!J!ressed in �r cent l
pre-college
Some Much
None
understandi!!S

The fact that starch may be
used as a thickening agent
is due to the ability of
starch granules to swell to
many times the ir size in hot
water .

54

29 . 6

51 .9

18 . 5

Starch hydrolyzes readily
when heated in the presence
of an acid, and eventually
forms substances which lack
thickening power .

9

22 . 2

44 . 4

33 · 3

Lumping of starch or flour is
prevented by combining it with
sugar, fat , or cold liquid before heating and by stirring
while cooking.

81

29 . 6

54 ·3

16. 0

The amount and quality of
gluten in flour determine the
strength of the flour .

29

24 . 1

37 ·9

37·9

Sugar and fat interfere with
the development of gluten,
thus tenderizing baked products .

27

18 . 5

59 ·3

22 . 2
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TABIJ!l XIII
CONTBIBUTION OF COLLEGE COUBSES TO INCBEASED UNDERSTANDING
OF PBEVIOUSLY LEARNED PBINCIPIES PERTAINING TO FOOD
PBESEBVATION AS BEPORTED BY A GBOUP OF COLLEGE
SENIOBS OF HOME ECONOMICS, 1961

Item
number
15

16

24

Basic principle

C ontribution of college
Number
courses ( responses
reporting
e!J2ressed in J2!r cent )
pre-college
Much
Some
understa:nding
None

Successful preservation of
food depends upon control
of the agents which are responsible for food spoilage-namely, enz,mes and the mioro-organisms : yeasts, molds ,
and bacteria .

62

8 .1

54 . 8

37 . 1

Enzymes and micro-organisms
and their spores remain dormant as long as freezing
temperature s are maintained,
but became active upon thawing.

52

9. 6

55· 8

34. 6

Pressure c8lliling is the safest
method of canning foods with
low acid content .

24

33 · 3

54 . 2

12 . 5
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TABLE

XIV

CONTBIBUTION OF COLLEGE COUBSES TO INCREASED UNDEBSTANDING
OF A MISCELLANEOUS GBOUP OF PBEVIOUSLY LEARNED
PBINCIPLES OF COOKERY AS REPOB'E!ID BY A
GBOUP OF COLlEGE SENIORS OF HOME
ECONOMICS, 19 61
I tem
number
9

10

11

12

13

19

29

Basic principle

Contribution of college
Number
courses ( responses
reporting
e!I!ressed in J:!er cent )
pre-college
Some Much
None
understanding

The presence of sugar interteres with the softening
effect of moist heat on plant
cells , thereby helping fruit
to retain its shape during
the cooking proces s .

32

21.9

59. 4

18 . 8

In the presence of acids,
chlorophyll decomposes and
forms compounds which vary
in color tram yellow to
olive brown.

38

10 . 5

68 . 4

21. 1

Foods cooked in fat absorb
more fat at low than at high
temperature .

65

1 6. 9

75. 4

7·7

The greater the concentration
ot a sucrose solution, the
higher is its boiling point .

21

14 . 3

38 . 1

47. 4

Boiling or long contact with
very hot water extracts
enough tannin tram coffee
grounds and tea leaves to
make the beverage bitter.

70

28 . 6

54 .3

17. 1

Time and energy are saved in
meal preparation if tools and
equipment are placed so that
they are easy to see, easy to
grasp, and easy to reach.

99

9.1

45- 5

45- 5

The longer the period of
cooking, the greater the loss
ot minerals in solution.

96

10 . 4

65. 6

24 . 0
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courses to the understanding of cookery principles present a diversified
picture ( Tables XI , XII, XIII , and XIV) .

The majority of respondents in

practically all instances reported that work in college was of some value
in helping them to understand the principles and techniques of cookery.
Otherwise , there was evidence of a wide difference of qpinion concerning
the importance of college work in adding to previously acquired knowledge .
An examination of Table XII , which deale with those items concerning
starch cookery, will show the dissimilarity and wide range of student
responses .

This situation is evident also in the answers to those prin

ciples in Table XIV.

An exception is shown in item 19, where more than

90 per cent of the students reported definite assistance tram college
work in their understanding of ways and means of conserving time and
energy in meal preparation.
There was a greater uniformity
cerning protein cookery ( Table XI ) .

at

opinion among those items con

More than 90 per cent of the re

spondents indicated that college courses contributed " some " or "much"
to their previous knowledge of meat cookery ( items 1 and 3 ) .

In the

case of the techniques related to eggs and milk ( items 2 and 14 ) , the
college work was reported to be of less importance .

Examination of

Table XIII will reveal that more than nine out of ten of the students
felt that their understanding of the principles of food preservation
was increased through the repetition of study in college ( items 15 and

16) .
An analysis was made to ascertain the effect of more than two
years of high s chool homemaking on the feeling of students as to the
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values attached t o c ollege work .
was found .

No appreciable difference of opinion

A similar analysis was made to determine whether

any

not ice

able relationship existed between the s ize of the department and the con
tribution of college courses to increased understanding of the basic
principles , as reported by its students .

In no instance was there more

than a 4 per cent variati on in the student responses .
The twenty-eight respondents who had majored in sane phase of
foods and/or nutrition were compared with a random sampling of twenty
eight students with a major in other areas of home economics .

More

than one-third of the respondents with a major in foods and nutrition
reported that college courses had contributed "much" to increased under
standing of the thirty-eight basic principles .

In contrast , slightly

lees than one-fourth of the group who had majored in other areas of
home economics made such a report .

It may be reasonable to assume that

this response was the natural result of the more advanced work in foods
and nutrition taken by the majors in that area .
C.

CHAP!LU SUMMABY

This chapter has been a presentation of the data obtained from
a group of 113 college home economics seniors concerning the background
of experiences related to home economics, the duplication in collese of
experiences and understandings in the area of foods and nutrition to
vhioh these students had been exposed earlier, and the value which was
attached to that duplicati an by the students .
More than one-half of the participants had taken three or four
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years of' high school homemaking.

The mean number of' years spent in high

school homemaking :f'or the total group was 2 .3 years .

Membership in the

Future Homemakers of' America :f'or two or more of' their high school years
was reported by 59 . 0 per cent of' the students .

Forty-three per cent of'

the group indicated membership in the 4-R Club :f'or two or more years .
Most of' the pre-college experience

in

foods and nutrit ion was

obtained in the home and through high school class work .

Of' the forty

two selected experiences , a mean number of' 24 .2 and 15 .8, respect ively,
were reported as home and school experiences .

Very :f'ew food and nutri

tion experiences were reported as having been performed in connection
with the F H A and the 4-H Club .

Instances of' duplication in college of'

pre-college experiences were evaluated by the students as follows :

one



fourth of' no value ; one-halt of' some value ; and one -fourth of' much value .
The food and nutrition experiences involving the greatest amount
of' repetit ion in college in the ir order of' frequency were :

the prepara

tion of' biscuits, plain pastry, co:f':f'ee , broiled meat , eggs , butter cake ,
hot chocolate or cocoa, white sauce , gelatin salad, yeast bread, fondant
or chocolate fudge , and the assuming of' full responsibility :f'or meals
:f'or a real or simulated family.

A majority of' the students attached no

value to repeating the preparation of' co:f':f'ee , cocoa, or hot chocolate in
college classes

•

The experiences through which students indicated the

greatest benefit :f'ram college repetition were those related to the plan
ning and serving of' meals , and the working out of' :f'ood budgets at di:f':f'erent
cost levels .
Approximately one-halt of' the thirty-e ight selected food and nutrition
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principles were reported to have been understood to some degree before
college entrance .

In more than four-fifths of the instances of repetition,

some or much value was reported to have been derived from the repetition.
No increase in understanding was reported in 15 . 3 per cent of the instances .
The responses of the students would seem to indicate that the
average student in this study had learned before college the three general
functions of food in the body, the names and some of the food sources of
the different body nutrients , but felt insecure in her knowledge of why
and how to apply these facts toward the achievement of improved nutrition.
Similarly as regards the principles of food preparation, the students
appeared to have known before college that certain processes are necessary
to success, but not to have understood the science behind the process .
The students reported that same or much unne cessary duplication
of course material took place in college in all areas of foods and nutri
t ion .

More than one-half of the group ( 58 . 4 per cent ) felt that such

was the case in the first course in food preparat ion .

Almost one -third

of the students indicated that an unne cessary amount of repetition oc
curre d in the first nutrition course .

In contrast , fever than one out

of ten respondents felt that the repetition in the meal management course
was unne cessary .
Ne ither the s ize of the home economics department nor an increase
in high school homemaking beyond two full years appeared to have had any
significant effect upon the amount of duplication reported by the students,
nor upon the value attached to that duplication .

The students who had

majored in some phase of foods and/or nutrition reported a somewhat
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greater amount of duplication in college of pre -colle88 experiences and
understandings in that area .

The foods and/or nutrition majors tended

to place greater value on the cont inued emphasis in college upon cookery
and nutrition princ iples than did the students who had majored in other
areas of home economics .

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSES OF FINDINGS RELATING TO SOME OF THE PROBLEMS
OF ARTICULATION IN HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS
This chapter presents the opinions of college administrators of
home economics and state supervisors of home economics education as they
relate to problema of articulation between the high school and college
programs in home economics .

Inc luded in the chapter are reports by all

of the part ic ipants in the study- -administrators , supervisors , and
college home economics seniors-- regarding policies and practices ( a ) of
high schools in preparing students for college home economics , and ( b )
of colleges in making provi sion in college home economics courses for
its students .

Many of the statistical data are presented in tables

which are followed by interpretations .
A.

OPINIONS REGABDING THE

IrniD

OF HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

MOST APPROPRIATE FOR THE COLLEGE -BOUND
STUDENT IN HOME ECONOMICS
An aspect of high school-college articulat ion which has been the
subject of much discus sion and some study is that of high school course
requirements ( a ) for college-bound students in general, and ( b ) for
college-bound students in specific curri cula .

Some attention has been

directed to the pattern of high school courses which best equip a student
for the study of home economics in college .

Wheeler ( 68 , p . 19 ) recog

nized the fact that increasing numbers of girls will cont inue the ir
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formal educat ion beyond high school, and discussed the necess ity of giving
due consideration to the college -bound student in home economics in order
to prepare her for home economics study at the college level .

At a southern

regional conference of home economics educators held in 1956, the follow
ing question was raised :

"Are we going to teach so we can hold pupils

in school those last years of high school or are we to teach primarily
to meet the needs of those who are to go on to college? " ( 64, p . 23)
A study by Lathrop ( 43 ) , in which the high school transcripts and
college performance of 333 home economics majors were examined, led the
investigator to these conclusions :

( a ) the high school pattern of

courses which seems to best equip home economics students for Iowa State
C ollege includes twelve semester hours of mathematics and science courses,
and ( b ) the high school course patterns which are vocational in nature
do not give as adequate a preparation for college as either the mathe
mat ics-science or the college preparatory pattern .

Hall ( 35, p . 767)

reported on a study in which a relationship was found to exist between
the number of high school units in science and mathemat ics and the
quality grade point average of sixty home economics majors .

Allen ( 1,

p . 91 ) recommended that students who major in home economics in college
elect chemistry in high school .
Opinions Regarding the .Amount of Homemaking in High School
The professional home economists who partic ipated in the present
study were surveyed concerning their views of the type of high school
program most appropriate for the college-bound student in home economics ,
in general, and as it relates to the inclus ion of specific subjects, one
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of which was homemaking. Both college administrators and state super·
visors expressed the belief that it is an advantage to the college home
economics student to have had two years of high school experience in a
home economics program of acceptable quality. With the exception of six
administrators who indicated some uncertainty, there was general support
of such a practice by the respondents ( Table XV) . It may be seen, how
ever, that the supervisors tended to place much greater value on the ex
periences had by the student in high school homemaking than did the ad
ministrators . Whereas 92 . 3 per cent of the supervisors felt that high
school experience was of "much" value to the college home economics
student , only 55 . 0 per cent of the administrators expressed such a be
lief . The administrators were more inclined to believe that " some"
rather than "much" value results from having had two years of high school
home economics .
Both groupe of respondents indicated lees certainty concerning
the added advantage to the college student of having had more than two
years of high school homemaking. One-half of the administrators de
finitely answered "no" to a question aimed at getting the above informa
tion ( Table XV) , while another 30 . 4 per cent reported that they were
uncertain as to the advantage to the college student of the additional
high school courses in home economics . A somewhat different attitude
was shown in the responses of the supervisors . Eight of the thirteen
( 61 . 5 per cent ) expressed the opinion that it is beneficial to the college
home economics student to have taken more than two years of high school
homemaking, while only four supervisors did not believe such to be the

TABLE XV

RESPONSES OF ADMINISTRATOBS OF COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS OF HOME
ECONOMICS AND STATE SUPERVISORS OF HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE VALUE
OF HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAXING TO COLlEGE
HOME ECONOMICS, 1961

Question
Do you think that two years of
high school experience in a home
economics program of acceptable
quality is an advantage to a
student in college home economics?
Yes
No
Uncertain
If j!!, to what extent do you
feel it is of value? a
Much
Some
Little
Do you feel that it is an added
advantage to the college student
of home economics to have had
more than two years of high school
home economics in such a program?
Yes
No
Uncertain

·

Administrators
N:46

Supervisors
N0213

Number Per cent

Number Per cent

40
0
6

13 . 0

13
0
0

22
17
0

55 - 0
42 . 5

12
1
0

9
23
14

19 . 6
50 . 0
30 . 4

8
4
1

100

aOne of the forty administrators who answered "yes" did not
respond to this quest ion.

61 . 5
30. 8
1-1
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case . The difference in the position taken on this question by these two
groups of home economists may be understandable when it is recalled that
it is the college administrator and not the state supervisor who comes
into direct contact with the college student and her problems .
Opinions Regarding the Amount of Science and Mathematics in High School
The college administrators were requested to indicate whether they
felt that it was a decided advantage to the college home economics stu
dent to have had certain science and mathematics courses in high school .
Table XVI presents the findings from this request . The respondents indi
cated general agreement on the value of high school science to the home
' economics student in college . Biology was considered to be of the greatest
value ., having been checked by 91 . 3 per cent of the group . More than
four-fifths of the administrators ( 84 . 8 per cent ) indicated that they
believed 'the study of chemistry in high school to be beneficial to the
college home economics student . A minority of the administrators re
ported that they were uncertain as to the worth of the different science
courses ., adding such comments as the following:

"Depends upon the

quality of the course" ; "So many high schools have inadequately equipped
departments and poorly qualified teachers" ; "Experience has indicated
that most sciences are taught without benefit of lab- -students with no
high school science do as well if not better in college science course" ;
and "Many t imes students without high school preparation do better than
others . "
Many of the comments., on the other band., indicated strong support
of high school science for college-bound students in home economics . The
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TABLE XVI
:RESPONSES OF FORTY -SIX ADMINISTRATORS OF COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS
OF ROME ECONOMICS TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE VALUE
OF HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS COURSES
TO COLLEGE HOME ECONOMICS, 1961 a

Question

Yes
Num- Per
ber cent

No
Num- Per
ber cent

Do ypu think it is a dec ided
advantage to the college student in home economics to have
had the following science
courses, whether required or
elective, in high school?
General science
Chemistry
Biology
Physics

30
39
42
32

65. 2
84. 8
91. 3
69 . 6

1
0
0
2

Do you think it is a decided
advantage to the college student in home economics to have
had the following mathematics
courses, whether required or
elective, in high school?
Arithmetic
Algebra
Plane geometry

42
43
23

91 . 3
93 · 5
50 . 0

lb
0
3

2.2
4.3

2 .2
6.5

Uncertain
Num- Per
ber cent

13
6
4
10

28 . 3
13 . 0
8.7
21 . 7

3b
3
14

6.5
6.5
30. 4

aSome percentages will total lese than 100 as administrators did
not respond to all items .
bIt was felt by the respondents that a knowledge of arithmetic
should be acquired during the elementary years .
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belief that it is just as important , in some cases more so, for students
to have a good background in science than to have had some home economics
courses was expressed .

Various areas of home economics in which science

is of particular worth were pointed out .

Several administrators stated

that high school science of any kind, chemistry in particular, helps the
student to overcome some fears and "mental blocks " concerning science
courses , thereby eliminating the discouragement often experienced by
home ec onomics freshmen .
C ollege administrators as a group tended to believe that a good
background in arithmetic and algebra is a decided advantage to the
student studying home economics in college ( Table XVI ) .

One-half of

the respondents expres sed a similar belief in regard to plane geometry,
while 3 0 . 4 per cent stated that they were uncertain of the value of
geometry to this part icular curriculum .

Such comments as the following

are indicative of the opinions of the group :

"College home economics

is handicapped by weakness of students in mathematics " ; "Rome economics
student doing graduate work is often hampered by lack of mathematics-
needs enough mathematics to handle some stat istics " ; "Calculating per
cent, division with tractions , writing simple equations important in
home economics laboratory work" ; and "Believe there is a strong corre
lation between high school mathemat ics courses and success in college
chemistry. "
Opinions Regarding the Kind of High School Program in General
The majority of the supervisors who cooperated in the present
study indicated that they were not in favor of modifying the high school
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program in home economics to meet the specific needs of the college-bound
student .

In response to the quest ion, "Do you think the high school pro

gram in home economics should be somewhat different from that of the non
college-bound student ? " more than three -fourths of the re spondents answered
" no , " while two were uncertain and one said "yes . "

It was explained by

same of the supervisors that the present program provides for increased
scope and difficulty in experiences , and that the good teacher makes
adjustments for individual differences .

Two of the respondents felt that

the advanced courses might be different for those students preparing to
study home economics in college .
Partic ipating college administrators were asked to state opinions
regarding the kind of high school program which best equips a student for
collese work in home economic s .

In contrast to the belief of a majority

of the supervisors that more than two years of high school homemaking is
advantageous to the college home economics student , the administrators
tended to place greater emphasis on a strong general academic background
and to mintmize the value of large blocks of time devoted to home eco
nomics in high school .

Five respondents thought at least one year of

homemaking should be included in the program of the college -bound stu
dent , while eleven ( 23 . 9 per cent ) of the forty-six administrators
indicated that two years of home economics could be taken by such a
student provided the high school program is one of broad concept , well
spread out over various areas .

Only two of the administrators mentioned

that the inclusion of more than two years of high school home economics
would be of value to the college-bound home economics student .
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In general, college administrators believed that the college-bound
student in home economics should take a college preparatory course in
high school which includes ( a ) two, preferably three years of science,
(b) a minimum of two years of mathematics , and ( c ) a probable maximum of
two years of home economics . The opinions expressed by this group of
college administrators tended to be in agreement with the findings of
Lathrop ( 43 ) that the high school course pattern which seems to best
equip the college student of home economics is either the mathematics
science or the college preparatory pattern, rather than one which is voca
t ional in nature

•

Many of the administrators pointed out the importance of a good
background in both written and spoken English, in social studies, and
in the arts . Among the electives which were suggested as being appro
priate for the college-bound student in home economics were foreign
language ( 19 . 5 per cent ) and typing ( 10 . 9 per cent ) .

It was indicated

by several of the respondents that the actual courses taken were of less
importance to the prospective college student in home economics than was
the development of the ability to study, to read with comprehension and
a fair amount of speed, to express oneself both orally and in writing,
to think logically, to assume responsibility, to make decisions, and to
understand self and others

•

The type of program which would develop such

competencies as those listed above was given priority over any set pattern
of courses by 28 . 3 per cent of the administrators .
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B.

HIGH SCHOOL PRACTICES AS THEY RELATE TO THE
COLlEGE-BOUND STUDENT IN HOME ECONOMICS

Another phase of the present study was to try to determine some
of the current practices which are employed in dealing

vi th

the high

school student who has signified an intention to study home economics in
college .

In view of the recent and increasing emphasis on mathematics

and science , and of the reportedly close relationship between the study
of these subjects in high school and success in college home economics ,
the pract ices of high schools relating to requirements and recommendations
of these two subject matter areas were surveyed .
Pract ices Relating to Home Economics Courses
The majority of the state supervisors who part icipated in this
study ( 61 . 5 per cent ) were not aware of special provisions being made
for the college-bound student in home economics in their states .

The

remaining 38 . 5 per cent had knowledge of same arrangements having been
made in the high schools of their states for this group of students .

No

one of the group knew of an instance where college-bound students were
placed in special classes in home economics .

The following methode of

providing for the college -bound students were designated :

four super

visors indicated that college -bound student s with already heavy schedules
were allowed to take home economics as a fifth subject ; three knew of
instances where summer school courses in home economics were introduced
as electives for the · atudents who planne d to major in home economics in
college

•

Other means of providing for these students which were reported

by one supervisor in each case were :

adapting home economics courses

already set up to meet the needs of the college -bound student ; and en
couraging the college-bound student to enroll in home economics courses
which are offered as electives .
The supervisors were requested to indicate whether they knew of
provisions in their respective states for talented students to accelerate
their high school program in home economics toward advanced placement in
college home economics .

Two of the thirteen respondent s reported that

they knew of such provis ions .

Of the two who gave this report , only one

knew of any arrangement between the high schools and the ·colleges involved
to provide for the student s by advanced placement in college home economics
courses .
More than one-half of the college seniors who cooperated in this
study ( 54. . 0 per cent ) reported that they were encouraged to take home
economics in high school in preparation for the college home economics
program ( Table XVII ) .

Home economics teachers and members of the student ' s

family were the persons most frequently mentioned a s being responsible for
having given this encouragement ( Table XVIII ) .
Practices Relating to Science Courses
The college seniors tended to believe that they received less
encouragement to include sc ience in their high school program in prepara
tion for college home economics than was true in the case of high school
homemaking .

Only one -third of the group ( 33 . 6 per cent ) indicated that

they were advised to pursue such a course ( Table XVII ) .

The persons

most often mentioned as having encouraged the students to take courses
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TABLE XVII
RESPONSES OF 113 COLlEGE HOME ECONOMICS SENIORS
CONCERNING CERTAIN ASPECTS OF HIGH
SCHOOL GUIDANCE 1 1961

Question

Yes
Num- Per
ber
cent

No
Num- Per
cent
ber

Do not
remember
Num- Per
cent
ber

Were you encouraged to take
home economics in high school
in preparation for the college
home economics program?

61

54. 0

42

37.2

10

8.8

Were you encouraged to take
science in high school in
preparation for the college
home economics program?

38

33 . 6

65

57- 5

10

8.8

Were you encouraged to take
mathematics in high school
in preparation for the col lege
home economics program?a

20

17 · 7

79

69 · 9

13

11 . 5

a
One student failed to respond .

TABLE XVIII
REPORT BY 113 COLlEGE SENIORS CONCEBNING PERSONS BESPONSIBLE
FOR ENCOURAGEMENT TO TAKE CERTAIN HIGH SCHOOL
SUBJECTS AS PREPARATION FOR � STUDY
OF COLlEGE HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Persons who
encouraged students

Subject-matter fields
Home
economics

Science

Mathematics

High school principal
or superintendent

4a

6

2

Teachers

5

16

12

38

18

4

Guidance director

4

4

Home economics
supervisor

1

Home demonstration agent

5

2

1

26

13

5

6

3

Home economics teachers

Parents, family
Friends , home economics
graduates
C ollege personnel

1

�umbers signify the number of students .
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in science were home economics teachers, teachers, and parents or family,
in that order ( Table XVIII ) . Very few of the students indicated that
e ither the high school principal or the guidance director encouraged them
to include high school science in their program in order to better prepare
them for the study of home economics in college .
In contrast to the beliefs of the students that they received
little enc ouragement to take high school science in preparation for the
study of home economics in college, more than half of the state super
visors indicated that there is a tendency in the high schools of their
states to encourage prospective college home economics students to in
clude biology, chemistry, and general science in their high school
programs ( Table XIX) . It should be remembered that several years have
passed s ince the students vho participated in this study were enrolled
in high school . A reasonable assumption might be that greater stress
is being placed upon the value of science tor all college-bound students ,
including those who plan to major in home economics , than was true five
or s 1x years ago .
Several of the supervisors pointed out that general science and/or
biology were required for high school graduation and not specifically
with the college home economics program in mind. No tendency to encourage
college-bound students in home economics to take high school physics was
indicated . Data beyond that summar ized in the table indicated that chem
istry, generally an elective subject, and biology, which may or may not
be an elective, were looked upon by the greater number of educators as
important in the preparation of students for college home economics study.
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TABLE XIX
RESPONSES OF THIRTEEN STATE SUPERviSORS OF HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION CONCEBNING GUIDANCE PRACTICES OF HIGH
SCHOOLS AS TBEY RELATE TO SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS FOR TBE COLLEGE-BOUND
HOME ECONOMICS STUDENT, l9 6la

Question

Yes
Number Per cent

No
Number PAr cent

Are you aware of any tendency in
the high schools of your state to
encourage students to take the
following science courses , either
required or elect ive , in prepara tion for the college home economics program?
General s cience
Chemistry
Biology
Physics

7

1

8
l

53 . 8
53 - 8
61 . 5
1-1

4
3
3
6

30 . 8
23 . 1
23 . 1
46 2
.

Are you aware of any tendency in
the high schools of your state to
encourage college -bound student s
in home e conomics to include the
following mathematics courses,
e ither required or elective , in
their high school program?
Arithmetic
Algebra
Plane geometry

3
8
5

23 . 1
61 . 5
38 - 5

4
3
3

30 . 8
23 . 1
23 . 1

Bpercentages will total less than 100 since supervisors did not
respond to all items .
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The participat ing college seniors in this study were asked to
indicate the kind and amount of sc ience they had taken in high school and
ita value to them in the study of a specific home economics area, foods
and nutrition .

An examination of the data in Table XX will reveal that

84 . 1 per cent of the students reported that they had bad two or more years
of science in high school.

More than four out of five students ( 83 . 2

per cent ) had studied high school biology, while 68 . 1 per cent indicated
that they had taken general science and chemistry as high school subjects .
A very small percentage of the seniors ( 6 . 2 per cent ) reported having
studied high school physics .

Further analysis of the data in Table XX

will show that 55 · 5 per cent of the students believed high school science
courses to have been of some or much value in the study of college foods
and nutrition .

On the other hand, more than four out of ten respondents

signified that they could see little or

no

value in the high school

science courses as affecting foods and nutrition courses in college .

It

might be assumed that college teachers of foods and nutrition courses
fail, in some instances , to structure their courses in such a way that
the student ' s background in science is used .
Practices Belating to Mathematics Courses
College seniors were asked whether they were encouraged to take
high school mathematics in preparation for the college home economics
program .

From the replies it appeared that little emphasis was placed

upon the study of mathematics as it was related to the college home
economics program .

Fewer than one-fifth of the students reported that

they received any encouragement to take mathematics ( Table XVII ) .

The
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TABLE XX
RESPONSES OF 113 COLIEGE HOME ECONOMICS SENIOBS CONCERNING
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE AND ITS VALUE TO COLLEGE
COURSES IN FOODS AND NUTRITION, 19 61

Question

Number

Per cent

3
15

48

2.6
13 - 3
42 . 5
41 . 6

77
94
77
1

68 . 1
83 . 2
68 . 1
6. 2

22
39
37
12

20 . 0
35 - 5
33 . 6
10 . 9

How much science did you take in high school?
None
One year
Two years
More than two years

47

What sc ience courses did you take in high
school?a
General science
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
To what extent were your high school
s cience courses of value to you in
collese courses in foods and nutrition1
Much
Some
Little
None

a
One Virginia student had taken a course called Advanced Science .
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persons moat often re sponsible for giving this encourageme�t were the
teachers { Table XVIII ) .
The state supervisors of home economics education indicated little
awareness of a tendency in the high schools toward the encouragement of
students to include mathematics in their high school program of studies
in preparat ion for college work in home economics { Table XIX ) .

Although

a number of the supervisors checked " yes " to the question regarding this
tendency, it was explained in most instances that certain mathematics
courses were required for graduation or for college entrance , and not
particularly as preparation for the college program in home e conomics .
Table XXI presents the data obtained from college home economics
seniors concerning the mathematics courses taken in high school and the
value placed upon these courses by the students as they relate to college
courses in foods and nutrition.

It was reported that 92 per cent of the

students had taken as much as two years of high s chool mathematics, with

55 . 7 per cent having taken more than two years . With the exception of
one student, all respondents indicated high school enrollment in firstyear algebra, while approximately three-fourths of the group so indicated
for Algebra II .

One-half of the students had taken plane geometry .

stude�ts reported having taken trigonometry in high school .

Four

Other courses

ment.ioned by two and three respondents, respectively, were general mathe
mat ics and business mathemat ics .

More than one-half of the students

indicated that_ high school mathematics courses were of " some " or "much"
help in colle ge courses in foods and nutrition .

Fifteen per cent of the

students attached no value to high school courses in mathematics as they
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TABLE XXI
RESPONSES OF 113 COLLEGE HOME ECONOMICS SENIOBS CONCERNING
HIGH SCHOOL MATBEMA'l'ICS AND ITS VALUE TO COLLEGE
COUBSES IN FOODS AND NU'l'RI'l'ION, 19 61

Question

Number

Per cent

9
41
63

8.0
3 6- 3
55 - 7

30
112
84
57
3

26. 5
99 - 1
74 - 3
50 . 4
2.7

16
46
33
18

14 . 2
40 . 7
29 . 2
15 - 9

How much mathematics did you take in high
school'I
One year
Two years
More than two years
What mathemat ics courses did you take in
high school'la
Arithmetic
Algebra I
Algebra II
Plane geometry
Solid geometry
To what extent were your high school
mathematics courses of value to you
in college courses in foods and
nutrition'I
Much
Some
Little
None

�our students had taken trigonometry1 two general mathematics 1
and three business mathemat ics .
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affected college foods and nutrition courses .
General Pract ices
The supervisors were requested to indicate the type of high school
program which, in general, was being recommended in their respective
states for those students of home economics who planned to major in home
economics in college .

One respondent reported that the program in her
The majority of the supervisors

state varied from school to school .

indicated that the program for college-bound home economics majors was
the same as that for other college-bound students , and that no special
guidance was given to the future home economics major .
The pract ices as to the amount of high school homemaking taken
by the average college-bound student in home economics appeared to be
at variance with the opinion of the supervisors that college students
in home economics would benefit from having had more than two years of
home economics in high school ( Table

XV,

page 89 ) .

The supervisors

tended to report that two years of homemaking were completed by most
of the college-bound students in home economics .

One supervisor re

ported that prospective home e cOnomics maj ors were advised against taking
more than two years of home economics in high school in order to have
time for science and mathematics .

It was indicated that courses in

home economics are elective courses with the occasional exception of a
one-year required course .

Girls interested in further studies in th�s

field are encouraged to choose electives from among home economics or
related courses , as reported by one supervisor .

Other respondents indi

cated that such recommendations as the following were being made to those

10 6
students planning tor college home economics work:

two or three years of

science ; two years ot algebra ; and five subjects each year in grades ten,
eleven, and twelve, including one or two years ot home economics , as much
science and mathemat ics as possible 1 one year ot typewriting, and some
e conomics and sociology it poss ible .
It appeared from the data submitted by the home economics seniors
in this study that, in many instances , high school course patterns were
affected by the decision while still in high school to major in home
economics in college .

Three -fourths ot the number who reported having

decided upon home economics as a college major before the senior year in
high school indicated that this decision was taken into consideration when
pl8.1Uling the high s chool program ot courses .

Var�ous ways in which the

high s chool program was affe cted were listed by the students .

Eighteen

ot the sixty-six students in this group ( 27 per cent ) stated that additional courses in home economics were taken .

Such comments as :\;he following

were made :
I took home economics in addition to other academic subjects,
carried a 6-class load .
I used study hall tor home economics classes .
I took all of the home economics classes that were offered .
I chose to be active in F H A as well as the 4-H Club, and to
take all the home economics offered .
More advanced home economics courses were scheduled .
I took Home Economics III instead of solid geometry .
I was allowed to " help " in second year home economics class, re
ceived grade but DO credit .
Approximately tour out of ten of the students indicated that more
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science courses were included in the high school program as a result of
the decision to major in home economics in colle88 ·

Nine of the s ixty-six

students ( 13 . 6 per cent ) reported an increase in the number of mathematics
courses taken .

Three students mentioned foreign langua88 1 indicating some

relationship between the inclusion of this subject in their high school
program and their intention to study home economics in college .

It should

be recalled that 19 . 5 per cent of the administrators favored a foreign
language as an appropriate elective for the college-bound student in home
economics .

The following are some of the comments made by the students :

I didn ' t take as many vocational subject s ; instead I took three
years of mathematics and three years of science .
I rearranged courses in junior and senior years to get in all
science and mathematics courses needed .
I took physics instead of economics .
I took chemistry which I would not have taken otherwise and
worked hard at it .

I took chemistry instead of solid 88ometry and trigonometry.
I took three years of mathematics and a foreign language .
I took all langua88 , science , and mathematics I could .
That several of the respondents were conscious of some inadequacies
in their high school preparation for college home economics seemed apparent
in the following comments :
I wish I had been encouraged to take more science .
I didn ' t take any mathematics except algebra, was told I wouldn 't
need any more .
I wish I had taken typing instead of geometry, it would have been
more valuable .
Home economics program was dated--had only foods and clothing .
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My high schoo1 had a poor home economics program .
C.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES REGARDING THE PROVISIONS
IN COLLEGE FOR HOME ECONOMICS STUDENTS

C ollege freshmen are usua1ly placed in beginning home economics
courses without regard to home economics background, according to the
report of the forty-six administrators who cooperated in this study
( Table XXII ) .

Although more

than

half of the respondents ( 5 6 . 4 per

cent ) indicated that such was the practice in their situation, many of
them expressed dissatisfact ion with the plan.

Such comments as " this

is what actually happens , not necessarily what we wish" is indicative of
a rather general group opinion .
In fewer than one out of five ( 17 . 4 per cent ) of the institutions
surveyed were students p1aced in different sections of beginning courses
on the baais of background experience in home economics ( Table XXII ) .
reasons most often cited tor this situation were :

The

( a ) small enrollment

making it impossible to otter more than one section; ( b ) lack of effective
testing instruments tor determining the ability of students ; ( c ) dis
satisfaction with the plan after trying it ; and ( d ) local circumstances
which make such placement practices impossible .
The criteria most often used by those who reported sectioning
students

tn

beginning c1asses according to home economics background were

pretest, high school record, and conference with student .

In genera11 at

least two of the above criteria were used in combinat ion.

More than one 

fourth

ot

the administrators ( 28 . 3 per cent ) indicated that the results

ot
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TABLE XXII
PRACTICES OF COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS OF HOME ECONOMICS IN THE
PLACEMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS FRESHMEN AS BEPOBTED
BY FORTY -SIX ADMINISTRATORS 1 19 61

Per cent

Practice

Students are placed in beginning courses without
regard to home economics background .
Students are placed in different sections of
beginning courses on the basis of background
experiences in home economics .
Students with a strong background in certain
areas of home economics are given advanced
placement standing in those areas .

a
Two administrators did not respond .

26

56 . 4

8

10

21 . 7
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a pretest and a conference with the student were the basis upon which
freshmen were placed in home economics classe s .

Approximately 15 per

cent of the respondents reported using the high school recorda and a
student-teacher conference .

Another 15 .2 per cent of the group indicated

that pretests alone were used .

The following additional criteria were

mentioned by same few administrators :

recommendation from the high school

teacher, mental ability test scores, and home and/or 4-H Club experiences .
The only areas in which pretests were reported to have been used
for college placement purposes were foods , nutrition, textiles, and
clothing ( Table XXIII ) .

More than one-third of the administrators re

ported that both pencil-and-paper and performance tests were used to
determine the ability of students in the area of clothing .
stances ( 8 . 7 per cent ) , the written teat alone was used .

In same in
Saddler ( 5 6,

p . 45 ) found that if the pencil-and-paper section and the practical
section of the test were used together, better prediction of the student ' s
knowledge and ability could be made than i f e ither section of the teat
were used alone

•

Several methods have been used in the past in an attempt to meas
ure a student ' s previous experience and knowledge in the area of food
preparation; none of these methods has been reported as being completely
aucceastul .

A written examination has most frequently been used for

measuring subject matter knowledge .

With this type of examination, a

wide area of subject matter can be covered but the results give little
or no information as to the student ' s manual skill in food preparation
( 66, p . 2 ) .

C olburn ( 17 ) pointed out that the typical paper-and-penc il
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TABLE XXIII
RESPONSES OF FOBTY-SIX ADMINIS!t!RATORS OF COLLEGE DEPABTMENTS
OF HOME ECONOMICS REGARDING TBE TYPE OF PRE'JEST USED
FOR PLACEMENT PURPOSES IN VARIOUS AREAS
OF HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61a

Area

T;n!e of Eretest
Oral
Performance
Pencil-and-�Eer
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
15

32 6

9

19 . 6

2

4. 3

6

13 . 0

1

2.2

1

2.2

Clothing

18

39 - 1

16

34 . 8

3

6. 5

Textiles

2

4.3

1

2.2

0

Child development

0

0

0

Home management

0

0

0

Related arts and
crafts

0

0

0

Foods
Nutrition

.

a
Twenty-two of the respondents indicated that no pretests were
used for placement purposes in their departments .
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test has little value in measuring habits , attitudes , and feelings .

Like

wise, they do not adequately measure skills needed in the actual prepara
tion of food .

In none of the studies reviewed by Wangsgard ( 66) did the

author indicate that the written test alone had proved to be a valid and
reliable criterion for judging a student ' s knowledge, understanding, and
skill in the area of foods .
Approximately one-third ( 32 . 6 per cent ) of the administrators who
cooperated in the present study stated that pencil-and-paper tests were
used as a criterion for placing students in beginning foods classes .

Of

this group, eight ( 17 . 4 per cent ) depended upon the written test alone
for information regarding the student ' s ability, while only seven ( 15 . 2
per cent ) used a combination of a written plus a laboratory test .

Two

of the respondents indicated that the practical test alone was employed
as the criterion.

Several administrators stated that the p�an of sec

tioning classes had been abandoned for lack of satisfactory test s .

The

tendency to use only one type of pretest and to feel dissatisfied with
the results seems to substantiate the evidence presented by Wangsgard ( 66) ,
that adequate and valid criteria for placement in foods classes requires
the use of both a written and a practical examination .
It should be noted that relatively few of the administrators ( 13 . 0
per cent ) reported the use of pretests for placement in nutrition classes
( Table XXIII ) . It will be recalled that almost one-third of the students
who participated in this study ( 31 .9 per cent ) expressed the opinion that
unne cessary duplication ot subject matter occurred in the first college
course in nutrition ( Table IV, page 60 ) .

It appears probable that less
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attention has been given to a study of the possibility of duplication in
this area .

In reporting the proceedings of a conference attended by

college teachers of foods and nutrition, Hussemann ( 37 ) stated that the
consensus seemed to be that pretests are more needed for foods courses
than for nutrition courses , although some people felt that there was equal
need for pretesting students enrolled in nutrition courses .
It is encouraging to note that qualified home economics students
are being allowed to test out of beginning courses in some institutions .
This trend is in line with the suggestions made by Arny ( 4 ) and Dearing
( 23 ) that colleges grant advanced standing to high school graduates who
have demonstrated the ir knowledge in a given field .

In the present

study, more than one ou� of five respondents ( 21 . 7 per cent ) stated that
students with a strong background in certain areas were given advanced
placement standing in t�ose areas ( Table XXII ) .

Clothing and foods were

r

the areas mentioned by the respondents .
The administrators tended to emphasize again and again the need
for valid placement tests .

That the tests or other criteria which had

been used for advanced placement had proved unsatisfactory appeared to
be evident in the following comments:

11We tried the plan but were not

satisfied" ; "We are granting advanced placement in foods and clothing
but haven 't been too pleased with the results " ; "Have had little success
with the plan" ; and "The practice of granting advanced placement to able
students would be advisable provided effective tests could be made available . "
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D.

OPINIONS REGARDING THE ADEQUACY OF COLLEGE
PROVISIONS FOR HOME . ECONOMICS STUDENTS

The administrators who cooperated in this study held diverse opin
ions regarding the adequacy of the home economics program in their re
spect ive colleges for the student with
home economics .

e

strong pre- college background in

Almost one-fifth of the administrators ( 17 . 4 per cent )

said definitely that they did not believe their home economics program
made sufficient provision for such a student, and another 32 . 6 per cent
indicated that they were uncertain in this regard .

Several respondents

stated that very few freshman college students had a strong background
in home economics, but that more advanced courses were needed to provide
for those few.

Approximately four out of ten administrators ( 39 - 1 per

cent ) believed that the ir present curriculum is adequate for those stu
dents who come to college with a strong home economics background .
wi ll

It

be recalled that 21 . 7 per cent of · the forty-six administrators indi

cated that qualified students in the ir colleges were allowed advanced
placement in certain areas of home economics ( Table XXII )

•

In general, the administrators appeared to be dissatisfied with
the placement procedures they were using with college freshmen in home
e�onomics .

More than two-thirds of the group ( fl:} . 6 per cent ) answered

" no" to the question, "Do you feel satisfied with the present placement
procedure in your department? "

The tendency to point out the inadequacies

surrounding their present practices and to recommend c�s seemed to
indicate wide interest in the problem .
Without exception, the respondents who indicated that they were
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not satisfied with their present placement practices suggested c�a
Rec ommendations thus made included

which they would like to put into use .

the following: ( a ) develop sound pretesting devices , ( b ) revise the pre
teats now in use , ( c ) construct testa in areas other than clothing, and
foods and nutrition, ( d ) schedule two sections ot a course parallel in
order to group students according to need, ( e ) revise the curriculum to
include sections tor advanced students , ( t ) increase the number ot courses
offered to provide tor the superior students , { g ) obtain additional laboratory facilities to provide tor students with ditt�rent abilities and
experiences , ( h ) minimize the laboratory hours so that students with
background experience and adequate knowledge in specified areas may move
on into advanced courses , ( i ) continue examining core curriculum courses
to see where duplication exists and the degree to which courses are college
'

level, ( j ) improve counseling service s , and ( k ) expand Honors Program
whereby talented students may substitute an Honora course tor a regular
course .
The hypothesis that students enrolled in the college home economics
curri culum are not provided tor adequately in terms ot their previous experience in home economics seems to have been given some support by the
opinions ot this group ot administrators .
E.

CHAPTEB SUMMAR!'

This chapter has presented { a ) the opinions ot college administratora ot home economics and state supervisors ot home economics education trom twelve southern states and Puerto R ico in regard to some ot
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the ·articulation problems between high school and college home economics
programs, and ( b ) some policies and practices of high schools and colleges
in this region concerning articulation as reported by college administrators ,
state supervisors , and college home economics seniors .
Both the administrators and the supervisors tended to believe that
it is advantageous to the student majoring in college home economics to
have had two years of high school homemaking .

The supervisors tended to

favor the inc lusion of more than two years of high school home economics
in the program of the college -bound home economics student .

The administra

tors , on the other hand, tended to place less emphasis upon high school
homemaking, and to favor a strong academic program including two to three
years of science and a minimum of

two

years of mathematics .

Whereas more

than three-fourths of the supervisors reported that they did not believe
the high school program in home economics should be any different for the
college-bound student , the administrators tended to indicate that it could
be .
The majority of the state supervisors knew of no particular plans
in the high schools tor providing tor the college-bound student in home
economics .

The college seniors tended to believe that they rece ived more

encouragement in high school to take homemaking in preparat ion tor the
college home economics program than was true in the case of e ither sc ience
or mathematics .

It appeared that , in most instances , the science and

mathematics cour�s-taken by the students were those required tor high
school graduation or tor college entrance, and not with the college home
economics program in mind .
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Only two of the thirteen supervisors knew of provisions for the
talented students to accelerate their high school pro� in home economics
toward advanced placement in college home economics .

Of the two, one

supervisor reported knowledge of arrangements between the high schools and
colleges involved to provide for those students by advanced placement in
college home economics courses .
A majority of the administrators reported that college freshmen
were placed in beginning home economics courses without regard to home
economics background .

In fewer than one out of five of the institutions

surveyed were students placed in different sections on the basis of back
ground experience in home economics

•

The administrators tended to cite

the lack of effective testing instruments for determining the ability of
students as being responsible for this situation .
Approximately one out of five administrators reported that their
institutions permitted qualified students to test out of beginning courses

in foods and clothing . The administrators tended to expres s dissatisfac
tion with the results experienced in attempts at advanced placement to
date and to emphasize again and again the need for valid placement tests .
In general, the administrators indicated that they were not satis
fied with present procedures in their respective inst itutions for the
placement of home economics freshmen .

The tendency to point out the in

adequacies surrounding their present practices and to recommend changes
seemed to indicate wide interest in the problem .

CHAPTER V
THE PBESENT STATUS OF HIGH SCHOOL-COLLEGE ARTICULATION
IN HOME ECONOMICS AS REPORTED BY TWO SELECTED
GROUPS

OF

HOME ECONOMISTS

It has been shown earlier in this report that educators in vario�
fields of study have recognized that the inart iculation of subject matter
between the high schools and colleges is a problem, that they have made
sugsestions as to methods of dealing with the problem, and that they have
attempted to solve the problem in a variety of

ways .

In the present

study, the investigator surveyed a group of college administrators of
home economics and the state supervisors cf home economics education in
twelve southern states and Puerto B ico in an effort ( a ) to obtain opinions
regarding .the need for better articulation between the high school and
college programs of home economics and the

ways

of meeting this need, and

( b ) to find out what efforts were being made in the field of home economics
to bring about better articulat ion practices between the two instructional
levels .

This chapter presents the findings relating to the above purposes .
A.

NEED

FOR BET'.l!ER ARTICULATION

The administrators and the supervisors who participated in this
study were in almost complete agreement regarding the need to improve
articulation between the high school and the college programs in home
economics ( Table XXIV ) .

All of the thirteen supervisors expressed the

opinion that this need existed, and 82 . 6 per cent of the administrators
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were of the same opinion .

None of the group stated definitely that they

did not believe such a need existed, although same uncertainty was ex
pressed by s ix of the administrators .
The tendency of the respondents to take advantage of space in the
questimmaire for additional comments suggested that there was a decided
interest in this problem.

The following comments appeared to reflect

the feelings of the group :
A vital problem for teacher education .
A very real problem--one about which little i s being done .
Much time needs to be spent on this problem.
To be commended on topic tor study--high school and college
teachers reco�ize the problem.
Research is needed on articulation between high school and
college .
One of the most important problems in the whole of home economics .
Articulation of high school and college i s essential to the future
development of each . Much study and joint effort in planning is
needed tor ita success .
The relationship between high school-college duplication of
subject matter and the lack of proper articulation at the two levels

has long been recognized .

The home economists who cooperated in the

present study tended to agree with Hochman ( 3 6) that duplication of
course content does take place between high school and college courses,
and that this duplication represents an area of waste in the American
education system .

To the question, "Do you believe there i s justifica

tion to the report by same college students that wasteful duplication
exists between the college and the high school programs in home econom
ics? " more than two-thirds of the administrators ( 68 .2 per cent ) and
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TABLE XXIV
OPINIONS OF ADMINISTBATOBS OF COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS OF HOME
ECONOMICS AND STATE SUPEBOISORS OF HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION CONCERNING ARTICULATION BETWEEN
HIGH SCHOOL .AND COLLEGE PROGRAMS
IN HOME ECONOMICS, 1961

Question

Administratorsa
N:46
Number Per cent

Supervisors
N:l3
Number Per cent

Much is being said currently about
the need to improve articulation
between the high school and college
programs in home economics . Do you
agree that this need exists?
Yes
No
Uncertain

38
0
6

82 . 6
13 . 0

13
0
0

2
30
12

4.3
65 . 2
26.1

0
11
2

100

To what extent do you believe
CQ9perative effort is being
exerted toward meeting this
need?
Much
Some
Very little

84. 6
15. 4

aTwo administrators tailed to respond, one remarking that she had
no intol'mation .
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over three-fourths of the supervisors ( 76.9 per cent) answered in the
affirmative (Table XXV) . Among those who answered "yes" to the above
question, a large majority of both administrators ( 65 . 2 per cent) and
supervisors (84 . 6 per cent ) indicated that they believed "some " wasteful
duplication occurs (Table XXV) . It was cited earlier that approximately
three-fourths of the students who participated in this study expressed the
opinion that unne cessary duplication of experiences between the high
school and college programs took place in the area of foods and nutrition
(Table IV, page 60) . The fact that large majorities of the participating
administrators, supervisors, and students in this investigation stated
the belief that wasteful duplication takes place in home economics courses
seemed to give evidence of the need for better articulation .

This evidence

tends, also, to . support the hypothesis that there is a tremendous amount
of duplication between the high school and college courses in home economics .
Both the administrators and the supervisors tended to be of the
opinion that clothing construction and food preparation were the areas
of home economics in which duplication is more likely to occur.

Of

the

two areas, clothing was specified by a higher proportion of the respon
dents ( 67 . 4 per cent) than was foods ( 43 - 5 per cent ) . In support of their
belief that more duplication occurs in these two areas than in others, the
respondents made such c omments as :
More time is given to foods and clothing at the high school level .
Foods and clothing are always included in any home economics
program at the high school level .
Duplication could hardly occur in any of the areas except clothing
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TABLE XXV

RESPONSES OF ADMINISTRATOBS OF COLLEGE DEPABTMENTS OF HOME
ECONOMICS AND S�TE SOPEBVISORS OF HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING
DUPLICATION 1961
I

Question

Administrators
N..Ji06
Number Per cent

Supervisors
N•l3
Number Per cent

Do you believe there is justifi
cation to the report by same
college students that wasteful
duplication exists between the
college and the high school pro
grams in home eoonomics1a
Yes
No
Uncertain

30
1
4

68 . 2
15 - 9
9-1

10
2
1

3
26
1

10 . 0
86.7
3 -3

0
10
0

If ,l!!1 to what extent do you
believe such duplication exists1
Much
Some
Very little

100 . 0

�ercentage will total less than 1001 since three administrators
did not respond to this question.
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and foods . These are the only areas in which the units are repeated
each year and the ones moat stressed--should not be so .
Foods and clothing. are the areas in which high school home eco
nomics teachers have had more work in college .
Curri culum guides have frequently emphasized clothing construction
and food preparation.
The only place where duplication could exist is foods and clothing.
Subjects as family economics , child development and family relation
ships, and others are taught for such a short time and by teachers
not particularly qualified themselves, so the student has virtually
no preparation for solid college or university courses in these
fields .
More duplication occurs in clothing, due to the "lag" in concept
of clothing practices . Skills are , to a great extent , still being
emphasized in both high schools and colleges . The poorly prepared
high school teacher uses clothing experiences whi�h "eat up" time
as a crutch in teaching. The high cost of food and nutrition
classes also contributes to the over-emphasis of clothing at the
high school level .
Several of the respondents seemed to indicate by such comments
as the following that college courses supplement rather than duplicate
the work done in high school :
The student may be able to make basic foods as biscuits, pie or
other, but have poor technic With equipment use and in service of
the food, or fail to know the science behind the process .
I find that students have had limited experience in food pre
paration in high school . There might be repetition in the study
of food principles, little duplication in skills . The duplication
of skills is more likely to reflect home experiences than school
experience .
Some students who come to college home economics classes have
made wool suits and many outfits, yet they cannot design an outfit
or write very intelligently about the subject matter. In college
work there can be little duplication except in actual construction,
and there should be much new to learn here too .
Other areas mentioned by individuals or by small numbers of respondents as those in which duplication might occur were health and home
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nursing, child development and family relations, personal appearance and
grooming, elementary nutrition, management of family and personal resources,
and hane furnishings . It was stated that a twelfth grade family living
course taught by an excellent teacher might cover the same material as a
college course in family relations . One supervisor felt that the content
of an advanced high school course, "The Home 1 " c C?uld very easily be duplicated in the college study of home furnishings .
B.

SUOOESmD WAYS OF IMPBOVING ARTICULATION

The suggestions made by the cooperating administrators and supervisors for improving high school-college articulation in home economics
tended to fall into four categories :

{a) closer cooperation of high school
.

and college personnel in planning the home economics programs, (b) improvement in the counseling services at the high school level, ( c ) develop
ment of valid pretests for use at the college level, and (d) the estab
lishment of standards of performance, basic facts and principles for
home economics .courses at the different levels .
Closer Cooperation of Bi6h Schools and Colleges
The recommendation made by the greatest number of respondents conearned the necessity of closer cooperation between those Who are engaged
in high school home economics work and those who direct and/or teach home
ec onomics at the college or university level . There was a decided tendency
to agree with the views of Poppendieck ( 55) that corrections in the
problems of curricular articulation cannot be made by teachers on one
side of the transition alone . Although the greater number of respondents
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did not elaborate on such recommendations as "closer coordination of high
school programs and college home economics courses, " there were some who
did . It was believed by two of the supervisors that much could be gained
by more cooperation in the planning and use of the curriculum study guides .
other sugge stions were :
Involvement of teaching staff at both levels in a self-study of
current offerings ;
Periodic evaluation of the home economics teacher training pro
grams made Jointly by members of the home economics staff of the
institution and of the department of education in the light of
pertinent changes and needs of the home economics program in the
secondary schools ;
Closer contact of teachers of subject matter areas and home
economics graduates through study group meetings and/or through
visits to home economics departments in the secondary schools , to
determine strengths and weaknesses in the work and to help the
home economics teachers with related problems .
The preceding suggestions appear to be in agreement with the
statement of Hochman ( 3 6) that colleges and high schools can solve the
problem of wasteful duplication by looking for solutions together in
regular meetings over a period of time .
The tendency of colleges to place the bl�e for weak students
on the high schools, and a similar tendency of high schools to b�e
the

colleges for poorly prepared teachers has been recognized as an

obstacle to reaching the goal of better articulation between schools and
colleges . One of the supervisors saw this tendency as a real stumbling
block, and asserted that the practice should be stopped--that both groups
should recognize and assume full responsibility for solving the con
current problems and eliminating future problems . Dearing ( 23 ) expressed
similar feelings by suggesting that a first step in improving articulation

�6
is the abandonment of the idea among college teachers that college stu
dents need to start at the beginning .
An observation of one of the administrators that success in any

attempt at improvement in articulation rests upon competent, alert staff
members who are willing and well-informed concerning possible changes
seemed to be substantiated by Medsker ( 44) . It was the conviction of
Medsker that unless the parties involved believe it is necessary to
remove the obstacles in students ' paths, and unless they want to do same
thing about it, obviously there will be no workable process .
Improvement in High School Counseling
Some of the participants in this study stated the belief that
progress could be made in effecting a smoother transition from high
school to college in home economics by improving the counseling services
at the high school level .

It was indicated that there is a lack of

understanding among high school counselors regarding the objectives and
the scope of the college home economics program. As previously men
t ioned, relatively few of the college seniors in this study indicated
that they had received any guidance in high school as regards three
subjects ( home economics, science, and mathematics ) generally considered
by home economists as being appropriate electives for the college-bound
student in home economics ( Table XVIII , page 98) .
Development of Valid Pretests
Administrators and supervisors in the present study tended to
believe that much of the inarticulation in home economics between the
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high schools and the colleges could be eliminated by the use of valid
tests . These opinions have been supported by those of other educators .
Nelson ( 49) recommended pretesting to determine the most advantageous
placement of able students . Peters ( 54, p . 113 ) believed that wasteful
repetition of material already mastered by a student can be reduced if
appropriate placement , through testing, can be made . Arbolino ( 3 , p . 150)
stated that the best way to establish and maintain curricular articulation
is to ensure the proper placement of every student in every subject .
An administrator in the present study spoke of the necessity of

developing sound pretesting devices so that the well-prepared college
student �n home economics can progress more rapidly than the usual four
year curriculum allows , and can have the opportunity to enrich his pro
gram and to satisfy JllOre of his individual needs .

This same view was

expressed in 1953 by Arny ( 4) , as she envisioned the advantages of an
advanced placement plan for superior students in home economics .
Kraushaar ( 41) stated that one of the objectives of the Commi ssion
on Mathematics, a commission of the College Entrance Examination Board,
was to provide appropriate tests to certify the student ' s knowledge in
the field . Evidence of a desire among the participants of the present
study for such tests in the field of home economics was shown by this
inquiry:

"Is there some type of standard test which might be used in

all colleges for pretesting?"
Establishment of Standards
Throughout this study many participants have tended to express
the opinion that all attempts at improved articulation will prove
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ineffectual until the field of home economics adopts standards of performance and of basic facts and principles which are to be expected at the
different levels . The futility of trying to develop set tests for placement in college courses against the lack of standardized requirements for
the different years of high school homemaking was indicated . The following
comments seemed to disclose the feeling of many respondents in regard to

( a ) the lack of and ( b ) the need for standardization:
I feel inadequate as to what to expect from high school graduates .
I think it is important that the college and high school programs
be correlated toward clear-cut, well-formulated obJectives .
The home economics supervisory staff and the approved teacher
training institutions should maintain cooperative relations toward
more effective teaching of home economics in the schools . They
should establish together standards to be maintained at the different
levels of instruction.
High school teachers should require more of pupils .
Colleges must teach home economics on a higher level, with
greater emphasis on technical and scientific information.
I believe that it is unfortunate that we do not have certain levels
of performance and facts required in the secondary schools similar to
those required by other subject matter areas so that, if the courses
are well taught on the secondary level, a set teet can be developed
and used in the placement of these students on the college level.
A group of secondary school officials ( 30, p . 12) stated that

higher institutions , in cooperation with secondary schools , had not clearly
defined the nature of the competencies required for smooth transition
from high school to college . The recommendation by Cook ( 20, p . 168)
that high schools and colleges prepare and follow descriptive statements
of subject content and instructional procedures in the courses which are
required at both levels tends to substantiate the opinions of some of the
participants in the present study.
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C . EFFORTS

MADE

TOWARD IMPROVED ARTICULATION

School and college personne l are tully aware that within each
discipline the passage from school to college should be coordinated and
continuous, in the opinion of Arbolino ( 3 ) , but that little is being done
of what is lmown to be right . The findings of this investigation tend to
emphasize the reality of this situation with respect to home economics .
As reported earlier, the majority of the home economists who participated
in this study expressed the belief that improvement is needed in the
articulation practices between the high school and college programs in
home economics . Almost one-fourth (23 . 7 per cent ) of this same group
indicated that "very little" cooperative effort was being exerted to bring
about this improvement . The majority of the administrators ( 65 .2 per cent)
and of the supervisors ( 84 . 6 per cent ) tended to believe that "some" effort

of a cooperative nature was being made to fac ilitate the transition of
students from the high school homemaking program to the home economics
program in college .

Only two administrators ( 3 . 4 per cent) felt that

"much" was being done in this direction. The report of the large majority
of the �ombined group of administrators and supervisors (93 . 2 per cent )
that some or very little was being done about the problem of high school
college articulation in the field of home economics tended to be in
agreement with the opinion of Vaughan ( 65, p . 4) , that little in the
nature of a direct attack on the problem had been undertaken.
It seemed reasonable to suppose that those who are the leaders of
home economics, namely, the administrators of college departments and the
state supervisors of home economics education, would be in a position to
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know of cooperative efforts toward improved articulation at the local,
state , regional, and/or nat ional level .

For this reason, the members of

these two groups were asked to cite specific instances of cooperative
action which had come to their attention.
Although there were a number of instances cited, the consensus
seemed to be that there were not then, nor had there been in the past ,
any worthwhile efforts directed toward the accomplishment of the goal of
good articulation between the secondary schools and the colleges for
students of home economics .

Such phrases as " some talk--mainly that

there is a problem, little actual doing, " " discussed at meetings , " and
" have heard references made to this problem in national meetings, " seemed
to express the feeling of the majority of the group .

Several of the

respondents took the opportunity afforded them to give evidence of the
lack of good articulation, and of the desire of high school teachers
to see the problem attacked:

"High school teachers inquire about beginning

college courses and of what college teachers think should be given in
high school . "

Similarly, "High school teachers are asking what em:phas is

and how many units in high school home economics are advised .

They seem

willing and anxious to work on this problem . "
The respondents tended to cite college faculty conferences at the
state level; regional and national meetings of college teachers of such
subject matter areas as foods and nutrition, and clothing; and the high
school state teachers conference each year as examples of attempts to
solve the problem .

Such predominantly college or high �chool conferences

are ordinarily attended by some few home economics leaders from the other
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instructional level who serve in the capacity of sponsors, co-directors,
or consultants . Other examples were :

(a) conferences of state super

visors, home economics high school supervisors, and heads of college home
economics departments in which a better understanding of what is taught
in high school and in college is reached, (b) area in-service conferences
composed of high school teachers, teacher educators , student teachers,

and some teachers of technical courses in college , and ( c ) workshops held
for college staff and state supervisory staff for the purpose of getting
a better understanding of problems . Not a single instance in which high
school and college teachers had met for the serious business of looking
at course content at the different high school and college levels, and of
planning for the continuous progress of students from one educational level
to another ( 2, p . 684) was reported .

Thi a fact would lead one to agree

with Mills ( 46) that little in the nature of a direct attack on the
problem of curricular articulation had been undertaken. The evidence
tends to substantiate the hypothesis that insufficient steps have been
taken t oward the establishment of policies and practices for eliminating
the duplication occurring between the college and the high school home
economics programs .
Perhaps the practice in which there had been the greatest amount
of active cooperation between high school and college personnel was in
the development and the revision of state curriculum guides for high
school teachers . Several respondents mentioned that high school and
college teachers worked together in this endeavor, while others reported
that college teachers studied the high school guides in order to learn
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what the high schools were doing and to make constructive suggestions . In
addition to this exc� of ideas, one administrator reported that the
state supervisory staff of the department of education had examined the
home economics curri culum offerings at the university, and had recommended
changes and adaptations needed for the better training of homemaking
teachers .
T.he singular position of the college teacher educator to act as
coordinator of the high school and college teacher education programs was
mentioned . In two of the states surveyed, it appeared that teacher edu
cators in the various colleges were being charged with the responsibility
of interpreting the offerings and practices at the high school level to
college department heads and teachers of technical home economics courses .

�e information thus conveyed was used by the college staffs in the de
termination of what would be repetition and of what should be repeated
with emphasis . By this means college courses were designed to supplement
rather than to duplicate the high school courses .
It was reported that some college staffs within their own uni
versities or colleges had begun studies dealing with the problem of
articulation.

One state was reported to have worked on this problem in

the area of textiles and clothing for several years, through a committee
made up of high school teachers, college instructors, extension service
personnel, and others .

This committee had prepared statements of beliefs

concerning what would be expected of students in this area at various
levels and under various conditione . A state-wide cooperative study was
reported to have been conducted in another of the states . Further
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information regarding this state-wide study was not accessible to the in
vestigator .
It was encouraging to note that some definite plans were being made
f'or :future consideration of' articulation problems in home economics . It
was reported that a seminar dealing with this subject was to be held on
a national level in July, 19 61, sponsored by the Home Economics Section
of' the American Association of Land Grant Colleges and State Universities .
One of the respondents revealed that her state planned to follow the
AALGCSU

Seminar with one on a state level .

Three other states were re

ported to have plans whereby college and high school teachers would work
together on same of the problems surrounding the transition of' home eco
nomics students from high school to college .

These reports , even though

they represented a comparatively small percentage of the participants in
the study, tended to provide some evidence that home economics educators
were more disposed to do something about the problems of articulation
than had been true in the past .
D.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapte;r.- has presented same opinions, suggestions, and ob
servations of two selected groups of home economists concerning the status
of curricular articulation in home economics between the secondary schools
and the colleges . The three specific topics discussed were the need for
better articulation, suggested ways of' improving articulation, and efforts
made toward improved articulation.
The forty-six college administrators of' home economics and the
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thirte�n state supervisors of home economics education were in almost com
plete agreement that articulation practices in home economics need to be
improved .

Only six of the total group reported that they were uncertain

concerning this need.
More than tvo-thirds of the administrators and approximately three
fourths of the supervisors believed that same wasteful duplication of course
content occurs between the college and high school programs in home eco
nomics . Both groups tended to be of the opinion that clothing construction
and food preparation were the areas in which duplication is more likely to

occur . A greater number of the respondents believed that duplication
occurs in clothing construction than was believed to be true in the case
of food preparation. Whereas two-thirds of the group indicated this
opinion in regard to clothing, approximately four in ten expressed this
belief in regard to fodd preparation courses .
The respondents tended to believe that closer cooperation between

the home economics leaders and teachers at the high school and college
levels was a necessary first step in the improvement of articulation be
tween the two instructional levels

•

Other methods which were sugge sted

for effecting a smoother transition from high school to college in home
economics were :

(a) improvement in the counseling services at the high

school level, (b) the development and use of valid pretests at the college
level to determine the most advantageous placement of all home economics
students, and ( c ) the establishment of standards of performance and basic
knowledge to be expected of students at the different levels . It was
believed by same of the respondents that the establishment of minimum
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standards for the various levels in the secondary schools would facilitate
the development and use of a standardized test for the placement of stu
dents at the college level .
The majority of the administrators and supervisors tended to feel
that some effort was being made toward improved curricular articulation
in the field of home economics .

Approximately one-fourth of the respon

dents reported that they knew of very little that was be ing done to bring
abo�t such improvement .

Although a number of instances of cooperative

effort were cited, the consensus among the participants in this study
seemed to be that there were not then, nor had there been in the past,
any worthwhile efforts directed toward the accomplishment of the goal of
good articulation between the secondary schools and the colleges for
students of home economics .

The respondents indicated that there was same

talk- -mainly that there is a problem--but little actual doing .
The tendency toward the formulation of some definite plans for
dealing with the problem of inarticulat ion in home economics was encour
aging .

In addition to the planned seminar of the American Association

of Land Grant Colleges and State Universities, several states were re
ported to have made plans whereby college and high school teachers would
work together on some of the problems surrounding the transition of home
economics students from high school to college .

CHAP'l!lm VI
SUMMARY

A.

AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to compile information and opinions
relative to the present status of articulation between the high s chool
and college programs in home economics .

It was believed that an analysis

of existing conditions might furnish useful data for those individuals
or groups concerned with the improvement of articulation practices , to
the end that smoother and more effective transition from high school to
college for home economics students might result .
Five questions served as guides in making this study:

( 1 ) What

are the opinions of college seniors of home economics regarding ( a ) the
extent to which there is duplication in college home economics courses
of experiences and understandings acquired before college, and ( b ) the
value attached to duplication when it occurs ?

(2) What are the policies,

practices, and procedures of state departments of vocational home eco
nomics education regarding provisions in high school for the college
bound student in home economics?

(3) What are the policies, practices,

and procedures of college department s of home economics regarding place
ment of home economics freshmen?

( 4 ) What are the opinions of college

staffs of home economic s and of state supervisory staffs of home eco
nomics educat ion regarding ( a ) the need for better articulation between
the two instructional levels , and ( b ) ways of meeting this need?

( 5)

Is there sufficient cooperation between the high school vocational home
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economics programs and the programs of college departments of home eco
nomics in working toward meeting the challenge of effective progression
from one educational level to another?
Four hypotheses were tested in this study:

( 1 ) The college

student who majors in home economics comes to college with a strong pre
college background in home economics .

( 2 ) There is a tremendous amount

of duplication between the high school and the college courses in home
economics .

( 3 ) Insufficient steps have been taken toward the establish

ment of policies and practices for eliminating the duplication occurring
between the college and the high school home economics programs .

( 4)

Students enrolled in the college home economics curriculum are not pro
vided for adequately in terms of their previous experiences in home
economics .
Great impetus was given to this study by (a) the general concern
over excessive duplication between high school and college programs of
study, (b) the criticism that much repetition takes place at these two
levels in the field of home economics, ( c) the challenge by home eco
nomics educators to work tovard more efficient educational progress of
students, and ( d) the apparent lack of organized activity among home
economics personnel in attacking this problem .
This study was confined to twelve states in the Southern Region
of the United States--Alabama, Arkansas , Florida , Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
and Virginia--and to Puerto Bico .
The data were collected in the winter of 1961 by means of three
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different questionnaires submitted by thirteen state supervisors of home
economics education, forty-six home economics administrators of predomi·
nantly white colleges and universities approved to train teachers for
vocational home economics , and 113 college seniors from selected colleges
in Virginia and in Tennessee who had a minimum of two years of high school
home economics .
The mean number of years which the student participants spent in
high school homemaking was 2 .3 years, with more than one-half of the
group having taken three or :four years of home economics in high school.
Membership in the Future Homemakers o:f America and in the 4-H Club for
two or more years was reported by approximately six out of ten and :four
out of ten students, respectively.
Much duplication in college o:f selected :food and nutrition experi
ences and understandings was reported by the students . Moat of the pre
college experience in this area was obtained in the home and in the high
school class .

Of the :forty-two selected experiences, mean numbers o:f

24 . 2 and 15 . 8 were reported as home and school experiences , respectively.
Very :few food and nutrition experiences were reported as having been
performed in connection with the F H A and the 4-H Club . The students
evaluated the instances o:f duplication in college of pre-college experi
ences as :follows :

one-fourth of "no" value ; one-half of "some" value ;

and one-fourth of "much" value .

Continued emphasis in college on selected

:food and nutrition principles was reported to be of some or much value
in four out of :five instances of repetit ion .
More than one-half of the students indicated that some or much
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unne cessary duplication of course material took place in the introductory
college course in food preparation, while almost one-third of the group
believed that such was the case in the first nutrition course . In con
trast, fewer than one out of ten students felt that the repetition in the
.
meal management course was unne cessary .
Neither the size of the home economics department nor an increase
in the number of years of high school homemaking beyond two full years .
appeared to have had any significant effect upon the amount of duplication
reported by the students, or upon the value attached to that duplication.
The administrators and supervisors, as a group, tended to believe
that some wasteful duplication existed between the college and the high
school programs in home economics . Approximately two-thirds of this
group felt that such duplication occurred in the beginning college course
in clothing construction, while more than four out of ten respondents be
lieved that unne cessary duplication took place in the introductory food
preparation course .
Whereas more than three-fourths of the supervisors reported that
they did not believe the high school program in home economics should be
any different for the college-bound student, the administrators tended
to indicate that it could be .
Both the administrators and the supervisors tended to believe that
it is advantageous to the student majoring in college home economics to
have had two years of high school homemaking.

The supervisors tended

to favor the inclusion of more than two years of high school home eco
nomics in the program of the college-bound home economics student . The
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administrators, on the other hand, tended to place lese emphasis upon high
school homemaking, and to f'avor a strong academic program including two
to three years of' science and a minimum of' two years of' mathematics .
The majority of' the state supervisors knew of' no particular plans
in the high schools to provide f'or the college-bound student in home
economics . The college seniors tended to believe that they received more
encouragement in high school to take homemaking in preparation f'or the
college home economics program than was true in the case of' other elec
tives, such as mathematics or science .
Only two of' the thirteen supervisors knew of' provisions f'or
talented students to accelerate their high school program in home eco
nomics toward advanced placement in college home economics . One super
visor reported knowledge of' arrangements between the high schools and
the colleges involved to provide f'or those students by advanced placement
in college home economics courses .
Most of' the administrators reported that college f'reshmen were
placed in beginning home economics courses without regard to home eco
nomics background . Less than one out of' f'ive respondents reported that
students were placed in dif'f'erent sections on the basis of' background
experience in home economics . The administrators tended to express
dissatisfaction with placement procedures f'or heme economics f'reshmen
in their respective institutions , and to cite the lack of' ef'f'ective
testing instruments as being responsible f'or the current situation .
Approximately one out of' f'ive administrators reported that their
institutions permitted qualif'ied students to test out. of' beginning courses
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in foods and clothing. The administrators tended to express dissatisfac
tion with the results experienced in attempts at advanced placement to
date, and to emphasize again and again the need for valid placement tests .
The administrators and supervisors were in almost complete agree
ment that articulation between the high school and college home economics
programs should be improved . The suggestions made by this group for
bringing about this improvement tended to fall into four categories :
(a) closer cooperation of high school and college personnel in planning
the home economics programs, (b) improvement in the counseling services
at the high school level, ( c ) development of valid pretests for use at
the college level, and ( d) the establishment of standards of performance ,
facts, and principles which are expected at the different levels .
The majority of the supervisors and administrators believed that
same or very little cooperative effort was being exerted to facilitate
the trans ition of students from the high school homemaking program to
the home economics program in college . Although a number of instances
of such cooperation were cited, the consensus seemed to be that there
were not then, nor had there been in the past, any worthwhile efforts
directed toward the accomplishment of effective articulation between
the high school and college home economics programs .
B.

CONCLUSIONS

Within the limits of this study the following conclusions relative
to the hypotheses seem to emerge :
Hypothesis 1, that the college student who majors in home economics
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comes to college with a strong pre-college background in home economics,
cannot be accepted as stated because of insufficient evidence . Although
the data tended to support the hypothesis in terms of years spent in home
econamics activities and in the number of pre-college experiences per
formed

in

one area of home economics, no information regarding the quality

of the training received before college was available .
Hypothesis 2, likewise, must be rejected due to insufficient
evidence . While the findings tended to indicate some or much du_plication
in the food preparation, clothing construction, and elementary nutrition
courses, the evidence is not considered sufficient for the acceptance of
this hypothesis as stated--that there is a tremendous amount of dupli
cation between the high school and the college courses in home economics .
Hypothesis 3 can be accepted . The findings indicate strong
support of the theory that insuffi cient steps have been taken toward the
establishment of po�icies and practices for eliminating the duplication
occurring between the college and the high school home economics programs .
Hypothesis 4, that students enrolled in the college home economics
curri culum are not provided for adequately in terms of their previous
experiences in home economics, has apparently been substantiated . The
data provided little evidence to show that college freshmen were section
ed into homogeneous groups in beginning college courses on the basis of
home economics background, or that qualified students were placed in
advanced courses in those areas in which proficiency had been shown.
The following general conclusions relative to the articulation of
high school and college programs of home economics, as affecting a group
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of Southern institutions at both these levels , are baaed on the results
of this study:
1.

The articulation between the secondary school and the college

or university is alight .
2 . Home economics personnel at both the high school and the
college levels are aware of the problem of inarticulation .
3 · Little in the nature of a direct attack on the problem has
been undertaken.
4.

There appears to be little communication between the two

groups moat concerned with the problem, the high school and the college
teachers .
5·

Same unne cessary and wasteful repetition of course material

occurs in home economics courses at the high school and college levels ,
particularly in clothing construction, food preparation, and elementary
nutrition.
6. The size of the college home economics unit makes no appreci
able difference in the amount of duplication that takes place at the two
educational levels .
7.

There i s no general agreement regarding the high school course

pattern which beat equips a student for the study of home economics in
college .
8.

College-bound students in home economics receive little

guidance in high school concerning the choice of electives which will
beat prepare ' them for the college home economics program.
9·

Too little attention has been given to informing guidance
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counselors of the true nature of the home economics curriculums .
10 .

The high school home economics program does not differentiate

between those who are going to college and those who are not .
11.
courses

College freshmen are usually placed in beginning home economics

vithout

12 .

regard to home economics background .

There is little evidence that talented students are permitted

to accelerate their high school program towa�� advanced placement in
college home economics , or that provision is made for advanced place
ment of such students in college .
13 .

Attempts in college at placement of students on the basis

of experiences and/or ability have proved unsatisfactory in most in
stances .
14.

There is a pressing need for appropriate tests to certify

the college freshman ' s knowledge and ability in the various areas of
home economics .
15 .

An urgent need exists for the establishment of better stan

dards, setting forth the basic minimum of facts, principles , and experi
ences which are expected of home economics students at the different
high school levels .
The foregoing conclusions would seem to merit further investigat ion.
The data from this study suggest that much broad-scale, coopera
tive effort needs to be directed to many facets of the problem before
definite improvement in the articulation of home economics programs of
the secondary school and the college can be expected .
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154
1738 White Avenue
Knoxville , Tennessee
December 6, 1960
Name of Administrator
Title
Address
Dear ( Administrator ) :
I plan to make a study as part of the requirements for the doctoral
degree at the University of Tennessee which will necessitate the coopera
t ion of administrators of college departments of home economics in the
Southern Region . The study will relate to the problems of art iculation
between high school and college work in home economics .
One phase of the study will be aimed at investigat ing the poss ibil
ity of duplication in college of course material covered in high school .
This investigation will be limited to the area of foods and nutrition.
Data will be obtained from college seniors in home economics from a limited
number of colleges . Your college is among those from which I wish to ob
tain data . All of the colle�es in Virginia, with the exception of the
all-negro institutions, which are approved to train teachers for vocational
home economics and the University of Tennessee are being asked to take part
in this phase of the study.
May I ask if you would

be

willing to cooperate in the following ways :

1 . Grant permission for your seniors to fill in a quest ionnaire .
2 . Administer the questionnaire to the seniors at your convenience , pre 
ferably during the month of January or early February.

3 . Return the completed questionnaires to me .
4 . Fill in a brief questionnaire which deals with the problems of
articulation, as you see them .
Enclosed is a postal card for use in indicating your willingness to
participate in the study . If you can participate , please state the number
of seniors for whom copies of the questionnaire will be needed. Please
indicate whether or not you would like to receive a summary report of the
study .
Thank you for your cooperation .
Sincerely yours ,
Approved:
Major Profe ssor

( Mrs . ) Ruth A. Hackman

155
1738 White Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee
February 8, 1961

Name of Administrator
Title
Addres s
Dear (Administrator ) :
I plan to make a study as part of the requirements for the doctoral
degree at the University of Tennessee which will necessitate the coopera
tion of administrators of college departments of home economics in the
Southern Region . The study will relate to the problems of articulat ion
between high school and college work in home economics . The purpose of
the study is to compile information and opinions which might contribute
to smoother and more effective transition from high school to college for
students of home economics .
As a college administrator of home economics, you are in a position
to make an important contribution to this study. It is to be assumed that
your opinions relating to this problem would be somewhat indicative of
those of your staff as a whole .
I have taken the liberty of enclosing a questionnaire with my re 
quest t o you, with the hope that you can find the time t o participate .
Do you feel that you can assist me by completing the questionnaire and
returning it at your earliest convenience? Your cooperation in performing
this service will be much appreciated by the investigator and will be a
helpful contribution to a study which should be of interest and value to
those engaged in home economics work .
If you would like to receive a summary report of the study, you
may make a notation to that effect in the upper left hand corner of the
quest ionnaire .
Thank you for your cooperation .
Sincerely yours ,

( Mrs . ) Ruth A . Hackman
Approved:
Major Professor

156
1738 White Avenue
Knoxville , Tennessee
February 8, 1961

Name of Supervisor
Title
Address
Dear ( Supervisor) :
I plan to make a study as part of the requirements tor the doctoral
degree at the University of Tennessee which will necessitate the coopera�
tion of state supervisors of home economics education in the Southern
Region . The study will relate to the problems of articulation between high
school and college work in home economics . The purpose of the study is
to compile informat ion and opinions which might contribute to smoother and
more effect ive transition from high school to college tor students of home
economics .
As a state supervisor of home economics education you are in a
position to make an important contribution to this study. It is to be
assumed that your opinions relating to this problem would be somewhat
indicative of those of your supervisory staff as a whole .
I have taken the liberty of enclosing a questionnaire with my re
quest to you, with the hope that you can find the time to participate .
Do you feel that you can assist me by completing the questionnaire and
returning it at your earliest convenience ? Your cooperation in perform�
ing this service will be much appreciated by the investigator and will
be a helptul contribution to a study which should be of interest and
value to those �ngaged in home economics work .
It you would like to receive a summary report of the study, you
may make a notation to that effect in the upper left hand comer of the
questionnaire .
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours ,

( Mrs . ) Ruth A . Hackman
Approved:
Major Professor

157
1738 White Avenue
Knoxville , Tennessee
March 9, 1961

Name of Administrator
Title
Address
Dear ( Administrator ) :
I know you are a busy person, but will you please give me a little
ot your t ime ? Early in February, I sent you a questionna ire which I am
using in a doctoral study. I am hopeful that the data from this study
may be ot value in helping to clarity some phases of the problem of high
school-college articulation in our field.
Won ' t you please return your questionnaire to me ? Your assistance
is needed very much and will be greatly appreciated .
If you have already completed and mailed the questionnaire, please
disregard this letter .
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

( Mrs . ) :Ruth A . Hackman
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
ADMINISTRATORS OF COLIEGE DEPARTMENTS OF HOME ECONOMICS
On the basis of your work with college students of home economics and your
close contact with college teachers of home economics, will you please indi
cate your opinion in relat ion to the following questions :
1.

Do you think that two years of high school experience in a home econom
ics program of acceptable quality is an advantage to a student in
college home economics?
Yes

No

Uncertain_

If J!!, to what extent do you feel it is of value ?
Much

Some

Little

2 . Do you feel that it is an added advantage to the college student of
home economics to have had more than two_xears of high school home
economics in such a program?
Ye s

No

Uncertain__

3 . Do you think that it is a decided advantage to the college student in
home economics to have had the following science courses, whether
required or elective , in high school?
a ) General science

Yes

No

Uncertain

b ) Chemistry

Yes

No

Uncertain

c ) Biology

Yes

No

Uncertain

d ) Physics

Yes

No

Uncertain

Others ( please list ) :

Comment s :

, .
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4 . Do you think that it is a decided advantage to the college student in
home economics to have had the following mathematics courses , whether
required or elective , in high school?
a) Arithmetic

Yes

No

Uncertain

b) Algebra

Yes

No

Uncertain

c ) Plane geometry

Yes

No_

Uncertain

_

_

Others (please list) :

Comme nts :

5 . In order to clarify your previous answers, please state briefly your
opinion as to the kind of high school program which you believe best
equips a student for college work in home economics :

162
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6. Do you believe that your college curri culum in home economics provides
adequately for those students who have a strong pre-college background
in home economics?
Yes
1·

No

-

Uncertain

Do you believe that there is justification to the report by some college
students that wasteful duplication exists between the college and the
high school programs in home economics?
Yes

No

Uncertain

If J!! 1 to what extent do you believe such duplication exists1
Much
8.

Same

Very little

_

In which home economics courses do you think duplication is more likely
to occur? (Please list , stating reasons for your opinion) :

4
9 . Much is being said currently about the need to improve articulation
between the high school and college programs in home economics . Do
you agree that this need exists?
Yea

No

-

Uncertain

_

10 . To what extent do you believe cooperative effort is being exerted
toward meeting this need?
Much

Some_

Very little

_

Please cite specific instances of such cooperation ( local, state,
regional, or national) which have come to your attention:

5
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Will you please give the following information relating to the home eco
nomics department in your college :
11 . What is the policy of your department regarding the placement of
college freshmen in home economics courses? Encircle the letter
which beet represents your policy:
a . All students should be enrolled in all beginning courses, leaving
teaching to take care of individual needs .
b . All students should be enrolled in all beginning courses , but
placed in class sections with others of similar pre-college
experiences in home economics .
c . Students with strong background in home economics should be
allowed to teet out of beginning courses in certain areas,
while those with lese strong background should be sectioned
in beginning courses according to pre-college experiences .
d.

Others ( please list ) :

12 . What is the practice in current use in your department for the
placement of home economics freshmen? Encircle the letter( e )
whi ch beet represents your practice :
a . Students are placed in beginning courses without regard to
home economics background .
b . Students are placed in different sections of beginning courses
on the basis of background experiences in home economics .
o .

d.

Students with a strong background in certain areas of home
economics are given advanced placement standing in those areas .
Others ( please list) :

Comment s :

6
13 . If college students are placed either in beginning or more advanced
courses on the basis of previous education in home economics , what
criteria in particular do you use? Encircle the letter( s ) which re
presents your criterion{a ) :
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

14 .

High school record
Pretest
Conference with student
High school record and pretest
High school record and conference with student
Pretest and conference with student
Others { please list ) :

If you use pretests for placement purposes , encircle the letter( s)
which indicates the area( s ) in which they are used. Then place an
! in the space which indicates the type of pretest used in each area .
Type of Pretest
Pencil-and-paper Performance
a . Food.s
b . Nutrition
c . Clothing
d.

Textiles

e . Child development
f.

Home management

g . Related arts and crafts
h . Others ( please list ) :

Oral
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15 . Do you feel satisfied with the present placement procedure in your
department?
Yes

No_

If _!!Q1 what changes do you recommend?

Please use the remaining space for any additional comments you may
wish to make about any phase of this problem.

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
STATE SUPERVISORS OF HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
On the basis of your work with the high school program in home economics,
will you please indicate your opinion in relation to the following questions :
1 . Do you think that two years of high school experience in a home eco
nomics program of acceptable quality is an advantage to a student in
college home economics1
Yes

No

_

Uncertain

_

If j!!, to what extent do you feel it is of value1
Much

Some

-

Little

2 . Do you feel that it is an added advantage to the college student of
home economics to have had more than two years of high school home
economics in such a program1
Yes

_

3

.

No

_

Uncertain_

Do you think the high school program in home economics for the
college-bound home economics student should be somewhat different
from that of the noncollege-bound student1
Yes
If

J!! 1

No_

in what ways do you think it should differ1

Uncertain

1�

2

4. Do you believe there is justification to the report by some college
students that wasteful duplication exists between the college and
the high school programs in home economics?
Yes

____

!! J!! ,

......

to what extent do you believe such duplication exists?
Much

5·

Uncertain

No

Some

____

Very little

In which home economics courses do you think duplication is more
likely to occur? (Please list, stating reasons for your opinion) :

____

1 69

3

6. Much is being said about the need to improve articulation between the
high school and college programs in home economics . Do you agree that
this need exists?
Uncertain__
7 . To what extent do you believe cooperat ive effort is being exerted
toward meeting this need?
Yes

No

Much

Some

Very little__

Please cite specific instances of such cooperation ( local, state,
regional, or national) which have come to your attention:
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Through your work you are familiar with many practices of the high schools
of your State . Will you please answer the following questions relating
to current practices :
8 . Do you have lmowledge ot special provisions being made for the college
bound student in home economics in any of the high schools in your
State ?
Yes_

No

If J!!, what methods of providing for those students are being used?
Encircle the letter{ s ) which applies :
a . Place college-bound students in special classes in home economics
b . Adapt home economics courses already set up to meet the needs of
the college-bound student
c . Allow college-bound students with already heavy schedules to take
home economics as a fifth subject
d . Introduce summe r school courses in home economics as electives for
the college-bound
e.

9·

Others (please list ) :

Do you have knowledge of provisions for talented students t o accelerate
their high school program in home economics toward advanced placement
in college home economics?
Yes_

No

If J!! 1 do you know of any arrangements between the high schools and
the colleges involved to provide for such students?
Yes
Please explain:

No

5
10 . Are you aware of any tendency in the high schools of your State to
encourage students to take the following high school science courses ,
e ither required or elective, in preparation for the college home
economics pro�?
a ) General science

Yes

No

b) Chemistry

Yes

No

c ) Biology

Yes

No_

d) Physics

Yes

No

_

-

_

Others ( please list ) :

Comments :

11 . Are you aware of any tendency in the high schools of your State to
encourage college-bound students in home economics to include the
following mathematics courses , either required or elective , in their
high school program?
a ) Arithmetic

Yes

No

b) Algebra

Yes

No

c ) Plane geometry

Yes

No

Others (please list ) :

Comments :

_

_

_

-

6
12 .
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In general, what type of high school program is being recommended in
your State for those students of home economics who plan to major in
home economics in college? (Include such factors as curriculum, number
of years of home economics , guidance in choice of electives, and
others ) .

13 . In View of the opinions and practices which you have presen�ed in
the questionna ire , can you suggest additional steps which might be
taken to promote more effective transition from high school to college
for students of home economics? (Please use the remaining space for
such comments)
•
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SELEC'BID FOOD AND NUTBITION EXPEBIENCES
Prepared the following foods :
1 . Egg (poached, fried or scrambled)
2 . Cheese souffle
3.

Soft meringue

4 . Stirred and/or baked custard
5.

Sponge cake

6.

Tomato aspic or other gelatin salad

1·

Pot roast

8 . Broiled steak, chops, or ground meat patties
9 . Roast fowl ( w1th or without stuffing)
10 . Biscuits
11 .

Oysters, croquettes, or doughnuts fried in deep fat

12 . Mayonnaise
13 . Escalloped potatoes
14 . Variety meats ( i . e . , liver, kidney, heart, sweetbreads )
15 . White sauce
16. Lemon pie filling
17. Fresh apple pie ( or other fresh fruit )
18 . Pop-overs and/or cream puff's
19. Yeast bread
20 . Plain pastry
21 .

Cake made with butter or other fat

22 . Applesauce and/or stewed ( coddled) apples
23 . 'resh broccoli (not canned or frozen)
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24. Flour

muffins

25 . Fresh cauliflower
26. Fondant and/or chocolate f'udge
27. Caramels
28 . Boiled f'rost ing
29 . Cof'f'ee
3 0 . Hot chocolate and/or cocoa
Engaged in the following activities :
31 . Prepared and packaged a green vegetable f'or the freezer
32 . Canne d fruit by the water-bath method
33 . Canne d vegetables and/or meats , using pressure canner
34. Made f'ruit jelly
35 · Had full responsibility f'or meals f'or a real or simulated
family ( selecting, purchasing, preparing, and serving the f'ood)
3 6.

Observed and/or participated in an animal-feeding experiment
(white rat , guinea pig, or other experimental animal)

37. Made a detailed analysis of' a one-day dietary and one-day
energy requirement of' an individual
38 . Kept a personal diet record and evaluated it in terms of' an
accepted f'ood guide (Basic Seven or Basic Four)
�

39 . Figured the caloric value of' meals
40 . Engaged in an analysis of' f'ood advertising and of' claims
made by f'ood faddists and promoters of' reducing plans
41. Made use of' the Table of' Recommended Dietary Allowances in
the evaluation of' diets

42 . Worked out f'ood budgets at different cost levels

SELECTED UNDERSTANDINGS IN THE ABEA OF FOODS AND NU'.l!RITION
1 . Intense heat or long cooking causes excessive coagulation of
high protein food resulting in toughness, shrinkase , and/or dryness of
the product .
2 . Excessive beating coagulates the albumin of egg white, causing
loss of elasticity.
3 . Cooking meat by dry heat methods can be applied successfully
only to the tender cuts
•

4 . The fact that starch may be used as a thickening agent is due
to the ability of starch granules to swell to many times their size in
hot water .
5 · Starch hydrolyzes ( unites with water) readily when heated in
the presence of an acid, and eventually forms substances which lack
thickening power .

6. Lumping of starch or f1our is prevented by combining it with
sugar, fat, or cold liquid before heating and by stirring while cooking.
7 . The amount and quality of gluten in flour determine the
strength of the flour.
8 . Sugar and fat interfere with the development of gluten, thus
tenderizing baked products .
9 · The presence of sugar interferes with the softening effect of
moist heat on plant cells, thereby helping fruit to retain its shape
during the cooking process .
10 . In the presence of acids, chlorophyll { green pigment in
vegetables ) decomposes and forms compounds which vary in color from
yellow to olive brown.
11 . Foods cooked in fat absorb more fat at low than at high
temperatures .
12 . The greater the concentration of a sucrose solution, the
higher is its boiling point .
13 . Boiling or long contact with very hot water extracts enough
tanni n from coffee grounds and tea leaves to make the beverage bitter.

14. A scum on heated milk may be prevented or broken up after
formation by beating the milk with a rotary beater.

2
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15. Successful preservation of food depends upon control of the
agents which are responsible for food spoilage--namely, enzymes and the
micro-organisms : yeasts, molds, and bacteria .
16. Enzymes and micro-organisms and their spores remain dormant
as long as freezing temperatures are maintained, but become active upon
thawing.
17 . Green, leafy, and yellow vegetables are good sources of
vitamin A and iron.
18 . The caloric value of foods increases as the amount of fat
in the food increases .
19 . Time and energy are saved in meal preparation if tools and
equipment are placed so that they are easy to see , easy to grasp, and
easy to reach.
20 . The nutrition of women as potential mothers affects the
health of unborn children and therefore, future generations .
21 . The three functions of food in the body are ( a ) to build
tissue, ( b ) to regulate body processes, and ( c ) to supply energy.
22 . Vitamin C is the most easily destroyed of the known vitamins .
23 . Heating collagen in the presence of moisture converts it
to gelatin.
24. Pressure canning is the safest method of canning foods
with low acid content .
25 . Good nutrition demands that one be able to discriminate
between fact and fallacy in the vast amount of advertising and popular
beliefs about the use of foods .
26. The term "metabolism11 refers to the changes which take
place in the foodstuffs after they have been absorbed from the digestive
tract of the body.
27. Carotene, known to be a precursor of vitamin A, occurs in the
natural orange-yellow coloring matter of green and yellow vegetables .
28 . In foods and nutrition there is an ever-growing body of
knowledge based on experiments and the laws of science .
29 . The longer the period of cooking, the greater the loss of
minerals in solution.
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30. Enriched bread contains added amounts of iron, thiamine ,
riboflavin, and niacin .
31. Eggs, milk, and meats contain complete proteins .

diet .

32 .

Milk is an excellent source of riboflavin .

33 .

Cereals contribute important amounts of protein to the diet .

34.

An animal will not grow if gelatin is the only protein in its

35· A well-planned, low-cost diet is often higher in nutritive
value than a high-cost diet .
36.

The citrus fruits are dependable sources of vitamin

c.

37. Reducing diets can be adequate in all nutritive essentials .
38 . The nutritional requirement of a pre-school child is higher
than that of an adult in proportion to body weight .
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TABLE XXVI
RESPONSES OF 113 HOME ECONOMICS SENIOBS FROM SELECTIID COLLEGES
WHICH SHOW WHEN ACTIVITIES BELATING TO FOODS AND
NUTBITION WERE PEBFOBMED, 1961
---

Item
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Never
J2!rformed
Num- Per
ber cent
0
20
5
1
16
2
13
1
23
2
7
21
8
6
1
7

0
17 · 7
4.4
·9
14 . 2
1.8
11 . 5
·9
20 . 4
1.8
6.2
18 . 6
7.1
5·3
·9
6. 2

High
school
Num- Per
ber cent
95
20
60
39
31
66
16
73
14
99
37
26
31
22
80
35

84 . 0
17 . 7
53 .1
34· 5
27 . 4
58 . 4
14 . 2
64 . 6
12 . 4
87. 6
32 . 7
23 . 0
27 . 4
19 · 5
70 . 8
31 . 0

FHA

Num- Per
ber cent
4
1
1
2
3
2
0
3
0
6
1
1
2
0
1
1

3 ·5
·9
·9
1.8
2.7
1.8
0
2.7
0
5·3
·9
·9
1.8
0
·9
·9

4-H
Club
Num- Per
ber cent
13
1
9
10
10
5
2
9
1
32
5
1
4
1
9
9

11 . 5
·9
8.0
8.8
8.8
4.4
1.8
8.0
·9
28 . 3
4.4
·9
3·5
·9
8.0
8.0

Home
Num- Per
ber cent

College
class
Num- Per
ber cent

113 100
22 19 . 5
94 83 . 2
67 59 · 3
68 6o .2
92 81 . 4
80 70 . 8
103 91 . 2
68 60 . 2
106 93 . 8
83 73 . 5
16 14. 2
80 70 . 8
78 69 . 0
84 74. 3
92 81 . 4

100
81
83
98
82
102
77
106
53
95
80
83
83
100
109
71

88 . 5
71 . 7
73 · 5
86. 7
72 . 6
90 . 3
68 . 1
93 . 8
46. 9
84 . 1
70 . 8
73 · 5
73 · 5
88 . 5
96. 5
62 . 9
1-'
())
0

TABLE XXVI ( continued)

Item
number
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Never
:eerformed
Num- Per
ber cent
4
6
2
1
1
4
49
3
42
0
50
10
1
1
18
32
33
33

3 ·5
5·3
1 .8
·9
·9
3·5
43 . 4
2.7
37·2
0
44 . 2
8.8
·9
·9
15 · 9
28 . 3
29 . 2
29 . 2

High
school
Num- Per
ber cent
57
20
58
87
83
30
10
57
7
68
16
53
77
88
31
17
16
25

50 . 4
17 . 7
51 . 3
77 . 0
73 · 5
26. 5
8 .8
50 . 4
6.2
60 . 2
14 . 2
46. 9
68 . 1
77 · 9
27 . 4
15. 0
14 . 2
22 . 1

FHA

Num- Per
ber cent
1
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
10
8
2
1
1
1

·9
0
0
1.8
3·5
0
0
0
0
3.5
0
·9
8.8
7·1
1.8
·9
·9
·9

4-H
Club
Num- Per
ber cent
19
4
11
18
20
6
0
11
0
17
3
13
7
13
11
12
9
11

16.8
3·5
9 ·7
15 · 9
17 . 7
5·3
0
9·7
0
15 . 0
2.7
11 . 5
6. 2
11 . 5
9·7
10 . 6
8.0
9·7

Home
Num- Per
ber cent
99
37
80
104
102
86
35
71
40
103
30
94
105
108
78
58
6o
62

87 . 6
32 . 7
70 . 8
92 . 0
90 · 3
76. 1
31. 0
62 . 8
35 . 4
91 . 2
26. 5
83 . 2
92 . 9
95 . 6
69 . 0
51 . 3
53 . 1
54 . 9

College
class
Num- Per
ber cent
89
98
108
108
105
72
52
102
53
91
46
75
105
96
63
54
48
42

78 . 8
86. 7
95 · 6
95 . 6
92 . 9
63 . 7
45 . 0
90 . 3
47 . 0
80 . 5
40 . 7
66. 4
92 . 9
85 . 0
55 . 8
47 . 8
42 . 5
37 . 2
....
CD
....

� XXVI

Item
number
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Never
;Eerformed
Num- Per
ber cent
1
69
4
2
6
27
6
7

·9
61 . 1
3 ·5
1.8
5·3
23 .9
5·3
6.2

High
school
Num- Per
ber cent
40
5
28
65
49
11
16
29

35.4
4.4
24 . 8
57 · 5
43 . 4
9·1
14. 2
25. 7

( continued)

FHA

Num- Per
ber cent
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

2.7
0
0
·9
·9
0
0
·9

4-H
Club
Num- Per
ber cent
8
0
1
4
1
0
0
2

7.1
0
·9
3-5
·9
0
0
1.8

Home
Num- Per
ber cent
90
3
1
9
20
3
8
7

80 . 0
2.7
·9
8.0
17 . 7
2 .7
7·1
6.2

College
class
Num- Per
ber cent
104
40
109
106
107
84
107
106

92 . 0
35 . 4
96· 5
93 . 8
94 . 7
74 . 3
94. 7
93 . 8

b;
1'\)
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TABLE XXVII
RESPONSES OF 113 HOME ECONOMICS SENIORS F.ROM SELECTED COLLEGES
WHICH SHOW WHEN UNDERSTANDINGS OF FOOD AND NU'!MTION
PRINCIPLES WERE FIRST ACQUIRED, 1961

Item
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
1

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Before
high
school
Num.- Per
ber
cent

12
1
5
1
0
20
2
2
3
2
9
3
23
24
16
1
29
32
37
18
31
6
1
5

10 . 6
6.2
4.4
6.2
0
17 . 7
1 .8
1.8
2 .7
1.8
8.0
2.7
20 . 4
21 . 2
14 . 2
6.2
25 · 7
28 . 3
32 . 7
15 . 9
27 . 4
5 ·3
·9
4 .4

In
high
school
Num.- Per
ber
cent

64
33
64
47
9
61
27
25
29
36
56
18
47
40
46
45
75
61
62

62
10
6o
14
19

56. 6
29 .2
56. 6
41 . 6
8.0
54 . 0
23 . 9
22 . 1
25 . 7
31.9
49 . 6
15 ·9
41. 6
35 · 4
40 . 7
39 - 8
66. 4
54 . 0
54 . 9
54· 9
61 . 9
53 . 1
12 . 4
16.8

In
collese
Num- Per
cent
ber

31
64
42
54
76
32
82
80
68
68
46
76
43
40
51
60
9
19
14
33
12
47
73
68

27 . 7
56. 6
37· 2
47. 8
67. 3
28 . 3
72 . 6
70 . 8
6o . 2
60 . 2
40 . 7
67 . 3
38 . 1
35 - 4
45 . 1
53 - 1
8.0
16. 8
12 . 4
29 .2
10 . 6
41. 6
64 . 6
6o. 2

Not
acg,uired
Num- Per
cent
ber

6
9
2
5
28
0
2
6
13
1

2
16
0
9
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
25
21

5·3
8.0
1.8
4.4
24 . 8
0
1.8
5·3
11 . 5
6. 2
1.8
14 . 2
0
8.0
0
·9
0
·9
0
0
0
0
22 . 1
18 . 6
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TABLE XXVII ( continued )

Item
number

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Betore
high
school
'Num- Per
ber
cent

10
6
2
7
16
8
15
9
8
0
5
39
12

4

8 .8
5·3
1.8
6.2
14 . 2
7·1
13 . 3
8.0
7.1
0
4.4
34 . 5
10. 6
3·5

In
high
school
'Num- Per
cent
ber

44
49
48
46
80
66
63
48
57
18
36
71

53
24

38 . 9
43 . 4
42 . 5
40 . 7
70 . 8
58 . 4
55 · 8
42 . 5
50 . 4
15 · 9
31 . 9
62 . 8
46. 9
21 . 2

In
collese
Num- Per
cent
ber

58
57
63
58
17
38
34
52
44

79
70
3
48
83

51 . 3
50 . 4
55· 8
51 . 3
15 . 0
33 . 6
30 . 1
46. 0
38.9
69 . 9
61 . 9
2.7
42 . 5
73 · 5

'Not
acg,uired
Num- Per
cent
ber

1
·9
1
·9
0
0
2
1.8
0
0
1
·9
1
·9
3·5
4
4
3·5
16 . 14. 2
2
1.8
0
0
0
0
2
1.8
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TABLE XXVIII
DUPLICATION IN COLLEGE OF PBE-COLLEGE ElPEBIENCES IN FOODS
AND NUTRITION AND TBE VALUE OF DUPLICATION AS REPORTED
BY 113 COLLEGE SENIORS OF HOME ECONOMICS , 1961

Item
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Duplicat ion
reEorted
NumPer
ber
cent

101
24
75
60
6o
90
58
105
33
107
64

30
68
74
93
60
83
41
87
106
100
58
27

75

89 . 4
21 . 2
66. 4
53 . 1
53 . 1
19 . 6
51 . 3
92 . 9
29 . 2
94. 7
56. 6
26. 5
6o . 2
65. 5
82 . 3
53 - 1
73 · 5
36.3
77 . 0
93 . 8
88 . 5
51 . 3
23 -9
66. 4

None
Num- Per
ber
cent

43
5
32
13
17
34
13
22
4
30
13
8
31
5
25
24
31
3
11
22
30
26
12
14

42 . 6
20 . 8
42 . 7
21 . 7
28 . 3
37-7
22 . 4
21 . 0
12 . 1
28 . 0
20 . 3
26. 7
45 . 6
6.8
26.9
40 . 0
37 - 3
7-3
12 . 6
20 . 8
30 . 0
44 . 8
44 . 4
18 . 7

Value of duElication
Much
Some
Per
NumPer
Numcent
ber
ber
cent

50
17
37
38
31
41
35
63
19
48
36
16
33
43
42
27
43
21
39
57
55
31
12
38

50 . 0
70 . 8
49 . 3
63 . 3
51. 7
45 . 6
60 . 3
60 . 0
57 . 6
44 . 9
56. 3
53 - 3
48 . 5
58 . 1
45 . 2
45 . 0
51 . 8
51 . 2
44 . 8
53 . 8
55 . 0
53 . 4
44 . 4
50 - 7

8
2
6
9
12
15
10
20
10
29
15
6
4
26
26
9
9
17
37
27
15
1
3
23

1-9
8.3
8.0
15 . 0
20 . 0
16. 7
17 . 2
19 . 0
30. 3
27. 1
23 . 4
20 . 0
5·9
35. 1
28 . 0
15 . 0
10 . 8
41 . 5
42 - 5
25 - 5
15 . 0
1.7
11. 1
30 - 7
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TABLE XXVIII ( continued )

Item
number

Duplicat ion
reEorted
NumPer
ber
cent

None
Num- Per
cent
ber

22 . 1

7

28 . 0

77 · 9
1 6. 8

22

25 . 0
26 . 3

65 . 5

23
58

25
26

25
88

27
28

19
74

29

105
95

92 . 9
84 . 1

50
36

44 . 2

19

31.9

7
8

30
31

5

66

31 . 1
55 . 2
69 . 5
38 . 0
19 . 4

Value of duE1ication
Much
Some
Num- Per
Per
Number
cent
cent
ber
15
41

6o . o

3

46 . 6

10
38

52 . 6
51 . 4

25
4

33

31 . 4
2 4 .2

23
20

6

40 . 0
55 · 6

11

22 . 0

9

25 . 0

48 . 5
63 . 3
21 . 8

9
8

27 . 3
2 6. 7

66

33 · 3
34 . 5

2
18

75 · 9
66 . 7

38 . 7
43 . 9

38
7

24 . 2

3

10 . 0

19

77 . 0

2

2.3

19

3

2.7

0

0

37
38

29
62

25 . 7
54 . 9

1
0

39
40

57

50 . 4

5

3 .4
0
8. 8

11

0

0

41

19

9·7
16. 8

25
4

0

0

7

36. 4
36. 8

42

33

29 . 2

0

0

7

21 . 2

33
34
35
36

33
30
87

29 . 2
26 . 5

1
10
24

21 . 1
17 . 6
13 . 3
6. 3

20
16

32

13
14

12 . 0
28 . 4

27
12
26

62 . 1
61 . 3
47 . 4
63 . 6
63 . 2
78 . 8
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TABLE XXIX
VALUE OF COLLEGE COURSES TO UNDERSTANDING OF PREVIOUSLY
ACQUIRED FOOD AND NUTBITION PRINCIPLES AS REPORTED
BY 113 COLLEGE SENIORS OF HOME ECONOMICS, 19 61

Item
number

Pre-college
understanding
rei!orted
HumPer
ber
cent

2

76
40

67 · 3
35· 4

3
4

69
54

61 . 1
47 . 8

5
6

9
81

8. 0

7
8

1

9

10

4

51 . 9
44 . 4

44

54 . 3

13

24 . 1
18 . 5

11
16

37 · 9

11
6

21 . 9

19
26

27 . 5
5 ·8

25

16

29 . 6

71 . 7

2
24

22 . 2
29 . 6

29

25 . 7

7

27

23 - 9
28 . 3

5

12

21

13
14

70

15
16

62

22

15

11
4

65

21

72 · 5

45

11

20

28
4

3 ·9

10

19

59 ·2
62 . 5

3

32
38

17
18

Value of college courses to
increased understandins
Much
Some
None
Per
Per
Num- Per
NumNmncent
ber
cent
ber
ber
cent

64
52
104
93
99
80
101
66

33 . 6

7
4

10 . 5
16 . 9

50
28

3

3 6. 8
10 . 0
21 . 7
18 . 5
33 · 3
16 . 0
37·9

6

22 . 2
18 . 8

68 . 4

8

21 . 1

49
8

75 . 4
38 . 1

5
10

7-7
47 . 6

38

54 . 3

12

32
34

50 . 0
54 . 8

3

17. 1
4.7
37 · 1
34 . 6

59 · 3
59 · 4

57 · 5
18 . 6

11

61 . 9
56 . 6

20

14 . 3
28 . 6

29

45 . 3

54 - 9
46 . 0

5

8.1

5

29

55 · 8

92 . 0
82 . 3

11
18

9. 6
10 . 6

23
18

52

50 . 0

41

39 . 4

19 . 4

87 . 6

9

59 . 1
45 · 5

20
45

21 . 5
45 · 5

70 . 8
89 . 4

3

9 -1
3 .8

55
45
35

42

10

9·9

55

43 . 8
54 . 5

52 · 5
35· 6

58 . 4

10

15 . 2

42

63 . 6

3

36
14

21 . 2
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TABLE XXIX ( continued )

Item
number

Pre-college
understanding
re:12orted
NumPer
ber
cent

23
24

15
24

25
26

54

27
28

50

55

13 . 3
21 . 2
47 . 8
48 . 7
44 . 2

Value of college courses to
increased understanding
Much
Some
None
Per
NumPer
Num.Num- Per
cent
cent
ber
ber
ber
cent
2
8
3

46 . 9

5
2
6

85 . 0

10

65 . 5
69 . 0

12
13

30

53
96
74

31

78

32

57
65

50 . 4

13

57· 5

12

15 . 9
36. 3

1

35
36

18
41
no

97 - 3

37
38

65
28

57 · 5
24 . 8

29

33
34

2
27
6
1

13 . 3

9

60 . 0

4

26. 7

33 - 3
5· 6

13

54 . 2
61 . 1

3
18

12 . 5

22

31

50 · 9
62 . 0

11. 3
10 . 4

19
63

35-8
65 . 6

16 . 2
16 . 7

49
40

22 . 8
18 . 5

38
40

5· 6
4.9

16
16

24 . 5

72

9 .2
3.6

39
14

9·1
4.0

33
28

17
28

33 · 3
40 . 0
34 . 0

23

52 . 8
24 . 0

66 . 2

13

17. 6

51 . 3
66 . 7

25
6

32 . 1

61 . 5
88 . 9

13
1

10 . 5
20 . 0
5-6

39 . 0
65 . 5

23

56 . 1

11

60 . 0

20

10 . 0
30. 8

50 . 0

13

46 . 4

